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Abstract

The grid file, introduced by Nievergelt et al., is an adaptable, symmetric multikey file

structure. It organizes highly dynamic sets of multidimensional data on secondary

storage in such a way that different types of queries can be performed using few disk

accesses.

We present the grid file system, a portable software package for storing
multidimensional data on secondary storage which is based on the grid file concept. We

describe the design concepts underlying the grid file system and offer solutions to some

problems which have been left open in the original grid file concept. The grid file system
allows the user to perform several types of queries on the data stored in a collection of

grid files. We describe algorithms for query evaluation.

Although the grid file has been designed primarily for storing points in multidimensional

space it can also be used for storing geometric data. We describe how spatial objects

can be transformed into points in higher-dimensional spaces and stored in grid files.

Case studies of applications justify the design concepts underlying the grid file system.
Some of these applications show that the grid file system is well suited for applications

involving large sets of geometric data such as computer-aided design, geographic
information systems or VLSI design.

The logic programming language Prolog is especially well suited as a query language for

data bases. A Prolog front end to the grid file system is described which allows the user

to work interactively with the data stored in grid files and makes available the full power

of Prolog.
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Kurzfassung

Das Konzept der Gitterdatei (grid file), das von Nievergelt et al. vorgeschiagen wurde, ist

eine dynamische, symmetrische Dateistruktur, die Zugriff auf die Daten uber mehrere

Schiussei eriaubt. Die Gitterdatei organisiert dynamische Mengen mehrdimensionaler

Daten auf Sekundarspeicher, so dass verschiedene Typen von Abfragen mit wenigen

Plattenzugriffen beantwortet werden konnen.

Wir stellen das "grid file system" vor, ein portables Softwarepaket zur Speicherung
mehrdimensionaler Daten auf Sekundarspeicher, das auf dem Konzept der Gitterdatei

beruht. Wir beschreiben die dem "grid file system" zugrunde liegenden

Entwurfsentscheidungen. Weiterhin zeigen wir, wie verschiedene, im ursprunglichen

Konzept der Gitterdatei offen gelassene Probleme gelost worden sind. Das "grid file

system" gibt dem Benutzer die Moglichkeit, verschiedene Typen von Abfragen auf den

gespeicherten Daten durchzufuhren. Wir beschreiben die Algorithmen zur Auswertung
von Abfragen.

Auch wenn die Gitterdatei primar zur Speicherung von mehrdimensionalen Punktdaten

entworfen worden ist, so eignet sie sich doch auch zur Speicherung von geometrischen

Objekten. Wir zeigen, wie geometrische Objekte durch Punkte in hoherdimensionalen

Raumen dargestellt und in Gitterdateien gespeichert werden konnen.

Fallstudien von Anwendungen untermauern die Entwurfsentscheidungen, die dem "grid
file system" zugrunde liegen. Einige dieser Anwendungen zeigen, dass das "grid file

system" besonders gut zur verwaltung geometrischer Daten geeignet ist, zum Beispiel

in der computerunterstutzten Konstruktion, in geographischen Datenbanken Oder im

Entwurf von integrierten Schaltungen.

Die Programmiersprache Prolog, die auf dem Pradikatenkalkul beruht, eignet sich

besonders gut als Abfragesprache fiir Datenbanken. Eine Prolog Schnittstelle zum "grid
file system" gestattet es dem Benutzer, interaktiv mit den in Gitterdateien gespeicherten
Daten zu arbeiten, und stellt ihm die vollen Moglichkeiten von Prolog zur Verfugung.
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Introduction

The increasing use of data base systems and applications such as computer aided

design, geographic information systems and information retrieval have encouraged the

development of file structures suited for multikey access to data. Particularly interactive

applications require file structures that support efficient access to the underlying data

by minimizing the number of disk accesses in order to reduce response times

Applications involving large sets of geometric data require storage schemes that

provide access to geometric objects based on proximity in space.

In the past different concepts for multikey access to data on secondary storage have

been proposed. These concepts can be classified according to whether they are based

on comparative search, e. g. k-d trees, or address computation. The grid file concept

presented in [NHS 84] is based on address computation The grid file is an adaptable,

symmetric multikey file structure.

It was the goal of this project to show how the grid file concept can be implemented on

either personal computers or multi-user systems, and to find solutions to some

problems which were left open in the original concept. The applicabilty is examined in a

number of case studies. Finally, the suitability of the grid file for storing geometric data is

examined

We present the grid file system, a portable software package based on the grid file

concept The original paper [NHS 84] about the grid file left open some important

problems, such as the implementation of the scales and the grid directory or the

selection of algorithms for splitting and merging. We show how these have been solved

in our implementation. The grid file system allows the user to perform different types of

queries on the data stored in grid files, for instance exact match, range, region and join

queries By a region query all data points lying in a user defined region of the data space

are retrieved, a join query generalizes the join operator known from relational data

bases We describe howthese queries are performed by the grid file system.

Although the grid file has been designed primarily for storing points in multidimensional

space it can also be used for storing geometric data. We describe the concept of

representing spatially extended objects as points in higher dimensional spaces; these

points are stored in grid files

Case studies of applications justify the design concepts chosen in our implementation

of the grid file. In some of the applications under consideration the concepts presented

for storing spatial objects in grid files have been employed. These applications show

that the grid file system software package is particularly well suited for managing large

sets of geometric data.

The programming language Prolog is well suited as query language for data bases. The

natural correspondence between Prolog facts and grid files or relations in data bases

and the deduction facilities provided by Prolog allow the advanced use of data.

Therefore we decided to use Prolog as a front end to the grid file system. This front end

allows the user to work interactively with the data stored in grid files and provides him

with the full power of Prolog
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The outline of this thesis is as follows.

In chapter 1 we describe processing and storage of multidimensional point data. We

discuss the requirements that are imposed on file structures for storing
multidimensional data and give a survey of existing file structures. Finally we describe

the essential aspects of the grid file structure.

In chapter 2 we first demonstrate the limitations of conventional techniques for storing

spatial objects. Then we describe the transformation of spatial objects into points in

higher-dimensional spaces and the representation of proximity queries by search cones
in these higher-dimensional spaces. Finally we apply these concepts to the storage of

spatial objects in grid files.

In chapter 3 we present the design concepts underlying our grid file system software

package and describe its implementation.

In chapter 4 we present case studies of applications of the grid file system software

package on different computers. Some of these case studies are accompanied by
detailed performance measurements. Finally we describe a Prolog front end to the grid
file. This front end allowsthe interactive manipulation of datastored in grid files. Grid file

operations are provided by built-in Prolog predicates.
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1 Multidimensional point data: processing and storage

Data structures for managing a collection of data records which are identified by a

single key drawn from a linearly ordered domain have been thoroughly studied. Binary

trees, B-trees, index-sequential files and hashing methods are examples. A survey is

given in [Knu 73].

Applications such as information retrieval or geometric data processing require access

methods which take into account further properties of the underlying data records than

a single key. It is often inefficient or even impossible to manage such multidimensional

data by single key data structures; instead, data structures are needed which support

access to data records with respect to a possibly varying number of keys or other

properties bywhich the objectsare characterized.

In an interactive application for example, it may be more convenient to identify a person

m a file of employees by name and residence rather than an artificially created employee
number

In information retrieval a document can be characterized by a number of index terms

which are chosen from a thesaurus of recommended terms; the number of index terms

may vary from document to document. A typical access operation asks for all

documents which are described by certain index terms.

In geometric data processing objects must be characterized according to the part of the

space they cover, in order to access objects with respect to their location or extension

in space (see chapter 2).

Section 11 restricts the type of multidimensional data considered in this thesis to

multidimensional point data, i e. a collection of multikey data records which can be

represented as points in a multidimensional space Frequently performed operations on

this type of multidimensional data are presented.

We restrict ourselves to data structures for storage on disks. Section 1.2 gives a

characterisation of such direct access secondary storage devices and presents the

requirements that should be fulfilled by file structures for stonng multidimensional point

data on such devices

Section 1 3 surveys existing file structures for storing multidimensional point data; some

of their advantages and disadvantages are discussed

Section 1 4 recalls the essential aspects of the grid file data structure, but is not

intended as a self-contained description The reader should refer to [NHS 84] for further

details of the grid file and performance measurements.

1 1 Processing of multidimensional point data

We consider a file f as a collection of records r - (x-| X|<) where each x, (1 ^ i ^ k) is

a key value drawn from a linearly ordered domain X„ e. g. the integer or real numbers.

Each of the k key values of a record describes a certain property of the corresponding

object Beside the key values, records may contain additional information which is not

used by the access method
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The multikey space model [Oto 84] represents a file as a set of points in a

multidimensional space, the data space. The data space is the Cartesian product of the

k key domains Xj and has therefore k dimensions; to each key there corresponds one

dimension of the data space, the key values of a record represent the coordinate values

of the corresponding point. Fig. 1.1 shows a table of records and their representation as

points in 2-dimensional space

key A., keyA2
1 b

1 h

2 e

3 a

3 b

3 h

4 g

5 d

6 e

7 c

8 b

8 f

Fig. 1.1: The multikey space model.

Records are accessed via their key values; in a query all records whose key values

satisfy certain conditions are searched. In the multikey space model this set of records

often has a simple geometric interpretation: all records which are represented by points

satisfying certain geometric conditions are searched. For instance in a range query (see

below) all records represented by points lying in an aligned rectangle (i. e. with sides

parallel to the axes) must be determined (Fig. 1.2).

A2

i—i—r-H—i—Hn—i— At
12 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fig. 1.2: Geometric interpretation of a range query.

Most queries are performed on a single file, but in data base systems, it may be

necessary to perform queries on multiple files f1 fn in parallel to find tuples (r-\ rn)
of records which fulfill certain conditions. Such queries are called join queries; they

M2
, i

h- • •

9- •

f •

e- • •

d- •

c- •

b- • • •

a-^
I—

•

i »

12 3 4 5 6 7 8

(3<A1<7) AND (C<A2<h)

h-

g-

f -

e-

d-

c-

b-

a-
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generalize the join operator known from relational data bases.

For instance, let f be a file of records r - (xt, X2, X3) and f a file of records r" - (y1( y2).
Assume that the key domains corresponding to x2 and yt are compatible. Then by a join

query all pairs of records (r, r") for which x2 - yi can be retrieved.

A tuple (r-i, .. , rn) of records r, f, can be represented as a point in the Cartesian

product of the data spaces corresponding to the files fi fn- As in the case of queries

on a single file, the set of tuples of records obtained from a join query often has a simple

geometric interpretation in this Cartesian product of the data spaces.

The following are frequently performed operations on multidimensional point data:

insert

delete

exact match query

partial match query

range query

partial range query

add a record r to a file f.

remove a record r from a file f.

find all records in f having key values x, X, (1 < 1 < k).

find all records in f having key values x. X.

(1 <J<m<k,1<i,<k,j1 #j2=»ij1 #i,2).
find all records in f whose key values x, X, he in given

intervals [l„ uj £ X, (1 < i < k).

find all records in f whose key values xl{ X, lie in given

intervals [l.j.u.pex.j
'J1 # '*>(1 <j<m<k,1 <ij<K.j-i #j2 =

region query find all records in f which are represented by points lying in a

connected region of the data space, for example in a polygon if

the data space is two dimensional.

nearest neighbor find the nearest neighbor of a given record r with respect to a

metric d defined on the data space; there may exist more than

one nearest neighbor.

next in one dimension find the successor or predecessor of a given record r with

respect to the order on one key domain X,; there may exist more

than one successor or predecessor. This query is a special
case of the nearest neighbor query. It allows the sequential

processing of the records with respect to one key.

join query given n files fi fn .find all tuples of records (r-\, ..., rn)with

r, f, which fulfill certain conditions.

An exact match query can be considered as a special case of a range query with

x, - I, - u, (1 < i < k) If each key domain has a smallest and largest value then also

partial match and partial range queries can be considered as special cases of a range

query In a computer a key domain is represented by a finite number of values. In the

following we therefore assume that each key domain has a smallest and a largest value.
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1.2 Requirements on file structures for storing multidimensional point data

We consider direct access secondary storage devices which may be roughly

characterized by the following properties [Knu 73]:

(1) The time required to access any specified part of the stored information is

approximately independent of its location

(2) Fixed size blocks of consecutive bytes can be transmitted rapidly between

secondary storage and central memory

One of the most common types of such direct access secondary storage devices

satisfying (1) and (2) is a disk. The amount of time required to read or write a physical

disk block, i e a sector, on a disk is essentially the sum of three quantities

- Seek time is the time needed to move the read /write head to the correct position

- Latency time is the delay until the rotating disk is in the correct position for starting

the transfer

- Transmission time is the time required to carry out the transfer

To give the reader an impression of the order of magnitude of these three time

quantities we consider as an example the RM05 massbus disks of Digital Equipment

Corporation (DEC)

Average seek time 30 milliseconds

Average latency time 8 3 milliseconds

Peak transfer rate 1 2 MByte/second

A sector, i, e a physical disk block, has a size of 512 bytes Reading or writing such a

block takes on the average about 40 milliseconds This shows that accessing the disk is

orders of magnitudes more-expensive than processing in central memory

The efficiency of a file structure can be taken to be the inverse of the number of disk

accesses required for basic operations such as insertions and deletions of records or

exact match queries Often, however, it is more important to minimize the number of

disk accesses required for more complex operations like range, region, nearest

neighbor or join queries In this category the number of disk accesses depends on the

details of the operation

Another quantity used to measure the efficiency of a file structure is the storage

utilization under uniform data distribution, i e how much of the storage assigned to a

file is actually occupied by data records

A file structure for storing a large collection of data records on disk must distribute

these records among physical disk blocks Sequential methods do not consider any

properties of the data records Storage utilization of such methods is 100% and record

insertion is a simple and efficient operation However, retrieving records is very slow

since all records must be examined, i e all disk blocks assigned to the file must be read

Therefore, a file structure which allows complex operations must be able to use certain

properties of the data to determine the approximate location of the records on the

storage device In other words, records which are similar with respect to a certain

property should be stored close to each other
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The efficiency of a file structure depends on the type of operations to be performed. For

instance, hashing is very efficient for exact match queries. Range or nearest neighbor

queries, however, cannot be performed efficiently since hash functions are designed to

destroy order and neighborhood. In order to perform efficient range or nearest neighbor

queries, a file structure for storing multidimensional point data should preserve

neighborhood: records which are represented in the multikey space model by points

close to each other should have a high probability of being stored in the same physical
disk block.

If the collection of records to be stored is dynamic, i. e. records are inserted and deleted

during the lifetime of the file, the file structure should adapt its shape to its contents and

grow and shrink dynamically. Expensive restructuring of the file should be avoided,

especially in view of interactive applications.

When choosing a file structure for multidimensional point data, also the distribution of

the data and dependencies among keys have to be considered.

1 3 Survey of existing file structures for storing multidimensional point data

File structures that provide multikey access to records are of interest in various fields of

data processing, for example in the physical organization of data base systems or in

applications involving large sets of geometric data. In practical applications the most

common method for multikey access to data is to construct an inverted file [Knu 73], i. e.

an independent access path for each key, by means of a single-key access structure.

However, for queries which involve more than one key, e. g. partial match or range

queries, it may be necessary to access an inverted file repeatedly and to perform costly
intersections in order to obtain the records which satisfy the query. This method also

suffers from inherent redundancy due to which insertion or deletion of a single record

requires modifying all the access paths

Several multikey access file structures have been proposed that avoid the deficiencies

of the inverted file by combining all keys into a single access path, so that the same

structure handles all keys Each of these structures partitions the data space into

subspaces, down to the "level of resolution" of the implementation of the access

method Some of these multikey file structures perform some tasks better than others, e.

g exact match, partial match, range or nearest neighbor queries. No single structure

can, however, be optimal under all circumstances. Just like single-key file structures,

multikey file structures can be classified according to whether they are static or

dynamic (the latter can grow and shrink dynamically under insertions and deletions of

records, and adapt their shape to their contents) and whether they are based on

comparative search (e g by tree structures) or address computation. Examples of

multikey access file organizations based on comparative search are quad trees [FB 74],
k d trees [Ben 75] and [Ben 79], quintary trees [LW 80], k-d-B-trees [Rob 81] and

multidimensional B trees[S082]

In contrast to most comparative search structures, address computation structures

partition the data space into regions independently of the specific set of records to be

stored These file structures differ from one another mainly in the way data buckets are
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assigned to regions. Multidimensional tries [Ore 82] are generalizations of binary tries to

support multikey access. Interpolation-based index maintenance [Bur 83] and

multidimensional linear dynamic hashing [OS 83] are multikey access file structures

which are derived from linear hashing [Lit 80]. In the same way as linear hashing, these

methods assign regions to data buckets by means of formulas and use collision

resolution by separate chaining to handle overflow. If data is not distributed uniformly
the increasing number of overflow records reduces the performance of these methods.

Dynamic multipaging [MO 82] also suffers from non-uniform data distribution since it

allows overflow of data buckets. The extendible cell method [Tarn 82] and

multidimensional extendible hashing [Oto 84] are based on extendible hashing

[FNPS 79] I n contrast to the methods based on linear hashing, in these two methods the

correspondence between regions and data buckets is given by a directory; collision

resolution is not necessary since no overflow may occur. However, a non-uniform data

distribution may decrease the performance of these methods as well, since the data

space is partitioned uniformly and therefore the directory may become very large with

respect to the data. In [LR 82] a bit interlacing technique has been used to develop two

different multikey access file structures, one based on linear hashing, the other based

on extendible hashing. The methods described in [LR 82] and [OS 83] can only be used

for exact and partial match queries, whereas the other methods also support range

queries.

The grid file [NHS 84] is a data structure designed to handle large amounts of

multidimensional data in an efficient way. It imposes an orthogonal grid on the data

space, the correspondence between grid cells and data buckets is given by a directory.
Under insertions and deletions the grid file dynamically adapts its shape to its contents

so as to guarantee retrieval of a single record in two disk accesses. All keys are treated

symmetrically, i e the grid file does not favor a primary key at the expense of secondary

keys Therefore, queries that involve different keys are processed with equal efficiency.
The grid file supports efficient proximity queries, such as range and nearest neighbor

queries on multidimensional data A theoretical analysis of some aspects of the

performance of the grid file and other multidimensional file structures can be found in

[Reg 85] and [FP 83]. For a comparison of the grid file with other index structures for

multikey retrieval we refer to [Kn 84],

1.4 Essential aspects of the grid file

A detailed description of the grid file, along with performance measurements, can be

found in [NHS84]

The data space in which the records are represented as points in the multikey space
model is partitioned by the grid file according to an orthogonal grid. The grid on a

k dimensional data space is defined by k 1 dimensional arrays, called the scales. Each

boundary in a scale represents a (k-l)-dimensional hyperplane that partitions the data

space into two There is a one-to-one correspondence between the grid defined by the

scales and a k dimensional dynamic array called the grid directory. An element of this

array is a pointer to a disk block, called a data bucket or a bucket, which contains all

data points that he in the corresponding grid cell. To avoid low bucket occupancies,

several grid cells may share a bucket Such a set of grid cells is called a bucket region.
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Bucket regions are only allowed to have the shape of a k-dimensional rectangular box.

These bucket regions are pairwise disjoint, together they span the data space. Fig. 1.3

shows the organization scheme of the grid file.

OB

f.

scales
&*

[Hj-data bucket

— grid directory

Fig. 1.3: The grid file partitions the data space and assigns data buckets to regions.

During operation of the file system the grid directory and the scales are modified in

response to insertions and deletions. An overflowing bucket is split into two in the

following way. If its bucket region covers only one grid cell the grid has to be extended

by a (k-1 (-dimensional hyperplane that cuts the bucket region into two. This is achieved

by inserting a new boundary into one of the scales and maintaining the one-to-one

correspondence between the grid defined by the scales and the grid directory, i. e.

inserting a (k-l)-dimensional cross-section into the grid directory. Whether or not the

bucket's region originally covered only one grid cell there now exists at least one

hyperplane separating the bucket region into two. To each of these two regions a new

bucket is attached by updating the grid directory, and the records stored in the

overflowing bucket are distributed among the new buckets correspondingly (Fig. 1.4).

0

• • •

: »

mm

0

i—+—i-

:0

Fig. 1.4: Splitting a bucket.

Conversely, if the joint occupancy of two adjacent buckets drops below a certain

threshold, they may be merged into one, as long as the new bucket region remains

convex, i. e. box shaped.
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The grid directory is likely to be large and must therefore be kept on disk, but the linear

scales are small and can be kept in central memory. Therefore, the grid file realizes the

two-disk-access principle for single point retrieval (exact match query): by searching

the scales, the k coordinates of a data point are converted into interval indices without

any disk accesses; these indices provide direct access to the correct element of the grid

directory on disk, where the bucket address is located. In a second access the correct

data bucket (i.e. the bucket that contains the data point to be searched for, if it exists) is

read from disk (Fig. 1.5).

•

I 1 r-

Fig. 1.5: Single point retrieval in a grid file.

In most data structures, in particular those based on pointer chains or on overflow

buckets, an unsuccessful search takes on the average considerably longer than an

average successful search. The grid file is a notable exception, in that both successful

and unsuccessful single point queries are handled in two disk accesses.

The grid file is most powerful when performing queries which are based on proximity, e.

g. range queries. Complex queries like the one shown in Fig. 1.6 can be handled

efficiently by the grid file. In order to answer such a query, all grid cells which intersect

the query region in the underlying data space must be computed, since the buckets

corresponding to these grid cells are exactly those that could contain data points to be

searched for.

I r-—^T 2.

Fig. 1.6: Query in a grid file.
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This computation is done with the aid of the scales without any disk accesses. The

buckets corresponding to the intersecting grid cells are then accessed via the grid

directory. If a bucket region is not completely contained in the query region, each point

stored in the bucket must be examined individually to determine whether it belongs to

the query region or not.

In order to determine the nearest neighbor of a given data point the grid cells

surrounding the data point are processed in the order of increasing distance. This is

done as long as there exist grid cells which could contain a point that is closer to the

given data point than the nearest neighbor found so far. Whether a grid cell could

contain such a data point can be detennined with the aid of the scales without any disk

accesses. If a grid cell could contain such a data point then the corresponding data

bucket must be accessed and the points stored in it must be examined.

In a join query the Cartesian product of the grid files ^ fn involved, i. e. the file of all

tuples (r-| rn) of records r, fj, need not be computed explicitly. The scales of the

grid files f1 fn define a grid on the cartesian product of the underlying data spaces.

Those cells of this Cartesian product grid that could contain points representing tuples

of records to be searched for can be determined with the aid of the scales of all grid files

involved without any disk accesses. If such a grid cell could contain points representing

tuples of records to be searched for then the corresponding data buckets must be

accessed and all possible tuples of points stored in this tuple of data buckets must be

computed and examined.
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2 Reducing object storage to point storage

The grid file has been designed primarily for storing points in multidimensional space. In

this chapter we show how grid files can be used for storing spatially extended objects.

2.1 Limitations of conventional techniques for storing spatial objects

Data structures for storing large amounts of geometric data are of increasing
importance in applications such as computer graphics, geographic information

systems, and computer-aided design, for example in VLSI design. Such interactive

applications of geometric data structures require storage schemes that support efficient

proximity queries such as intersection and containment queries. In addition to proximity,
it is desirable that the storage scheme reflects as many topological and geometric

properties of spatial objects as conveniently possible, such as the type of an object, its

location in space or bounds on its spatial extension.

For many applications the size of the geometric data bases involved is such as to

preclude the possibility of keeping all the data being processed in central memory.

Instead, they must be fetched from secondary storage, e. g. disk, during processing,
often in response to proximity queries.

Managing a set of spatial objects, that is, geometric configurations that extend over

regions of space, is a much harder problem than managing a set of points in

multidimensional space. There is a broad spectrum of known techniques, but little

agreement on their respective advantages and disadvantages. Most often, file

structures designed for storing multidimensional point data are adapted in a

straightforward manner to storing spatial objects, as the following widely used schemes

show.

(1) An object may be stored via one representative point, such as its center of gravity.
The information that a given point in space is the representative point of a stored object

conveys no further information (such as the type of object it is, or its extent) without

accessing the full description of the object which we assume is stored on disk.

Therefore proximity-based access is poorly supported by this technique.

(2) An object may be represented by a set of characteristic parts - for example, a

polygon by the set of its vertices. Each of these parts is stored together with a reference

to the complete description of the corresponding object. Since the same object is being

pointed at from many different places updates are expensive. For example, inserting an

object requires inserting all of its characteristic parts; since these may be spread out in

space, they are likely to be spread out over different disk blocks as well. Thus updating
even a simple object (whose description easily fits into a disk block) may require several

disk accesses. As in (1) the information that a given part in space belongs to a stored

object conveys no further information without accessing the full description of the

object. Although none of the characteristic parts of a stored object S is contained in a

query object O, S may intersect O. Therefore this method does not support efficient

proximity queries like intersection.

Often file structures for storing multidimensional point data which partition the
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underlying data space into cells are adopted to storing objects by the following
technique.

(3) The storage scheme partitions the space from which the objects are drawn into cells.

Each cell corresponds to a bucket which contains references to all those objects which

intersect the cell. The number of objects which may intersect a cell is bounded by the

capacity of a bucket, i. e. the maximum number of references a bucket can contain. If a

cell overflows it is split into two or more new nonoverlapping cells. The splitting strategy
depends on the underlying storage scheme. As the number of objects increases the

number of cells grows, and the cells get smaller. If a cell gets too small a split of this cell

into new cells may not reduce the occupancy of the new cells. This happens if all

objects intersecting the old cell also intersect each of the new cells. Therefore the right
choice of the bucket capacity is important to avoid such effects. The resulting

redundancy inherent in storage schemes using this technique (one object may intersect

many different cells) makes updating expensive. For example, inserting an object

requires inserting a reference in all buckets corresponding to cells which are

intersected by the object. Furthermore in most proximity queries a filter is needed to

eliminate objects which are included in the answer more than once.

[Tarn 81] and [SW 83] both apply this technique to storing polygonal networks in order

to process pomt-in-polygon queries efficiently. [Jam 81] uses the EXCELL method,

[SW 83] the quad tree structure to partition the data space into cells. In both methods

each cell contains all line segments which intersect the cell.

In [MHN 84] this technique has been applied to storing geographic data such as lines or

regions The data space is partitioned into cells by a k-d tree [Ben 75]; the centre point

of the smallest enclosing aligned (i. e. with sides parallel to the coordinate axes)
rectangle determines the home cell in which a geometric object is stored. All other cells

intersected by the object contain a reference to this home cell.

(4) If (in (3)) cells are allowed to overlap such that always at least one cell exists into

which an object fits completely redundancy by multiple object references is avoided.

However, overlapping cells result in higher query costs.

[Fra 81] uses a number of overlapping grids with varying cell sizes such that no

boundaries of overlaying grids coincide.

The field tree [Fra 83] is another storage structure for spatially extended objects in

2 dimensional space which is based on this technique

[AS 83] describe a structure based on allocation of linear keys developed by a quad tree

decomposition of the space The cells of the space obtained by this decomposition are

assigned keys A geometric object is assigned the key of the smallest cell into which the

smallest aligned rectangle enclosing the object fits completely. The geometric objects

are stored in a B
+

tree [Com 79] with respect to their assigned keys.

[GS 83] presents the R tree, a dynamic index structure for n-dimensional spatial objects

which has been derived from the B-tree [Com 79] The R-tree is a height-balanced tree;

each node in this tree is assigned a disk block and corresponds to a n-dimensional

rectangle with sides parallel to the axes of the given coordinate system; this rectangle is

the smallest rectangle which encloses the rectangles corresponding to its son nodes.

A geometric object is stored in a leaf node, the smallest aligned rectangle enclosing the
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object is the rectangle assigned to the leaf node. The rectangles corresponding to

different nodes may overlap; therefore in spatial queries it may be necessary to visit

different subtrees corresponding to overlapping rectangles.

We present an alternative technique for storing spatial objects designed to overcome

some of the deficiencies mentioned in (1) - (4). It is based on a transformation of spatial

objects into points in higher-dimensional spaces and on the grid file. The information

that a given point in a higher-dimensional space is the representative point of a stored

object allows to draw conclusions about the geometric and topological properties of the

object, for example its location or its extension in space.

Section 2.2 presents two well-known techniques used to approximate or decompose

complex spatial objects into simpler ones. If these simple primitives (e.g. boxes, spheres
and cylinders) are determined by a fixed number of parameters, then they may be

considered to be points in higher-dimensional spaces.

Section 2.3 describes a geometric interpretation of basic proximity problems on sets of

simple objects. Proximity queries result in cone-shaped search regions in the

corresponding higher-dimensional spaces.

Section 2.4 describes how sets of simple spatial objects are stored in grid files. The

search regions resulting from basic proximity queries are swept efficiently by the grid
file.

2.2 Representation of spatial objects
as points in higher-dimensional spaces

Complex spatial objects can be represented or approximated by simpler ones in a

variety of ways. A simple widely used technique is to approximate an irregularly shaped
object by enclosing it in a container chosen from a class of simple shapes. Fig. 2.1

shows an approximation of polygons by rectangles. This approximation allows efficient

processing of proximity queries, for example finding all polygons intersecting a given

polygon. Testing two polygons for intersection is an expensive operation as compared
to testing their containers for intersection. By using their containers most of the

polygons can be excluded in an intersection query; only if their containers intersect the

polygons themselves must be checked for intersection.

Fig. 2.1: Approximation of complex objects by simple containers.
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A more sophisticated approach used in constructive solid modeling represents an

object as a boolean expression over simpler objects (Fig. 2.2).

Fig 2 2 Composition of a complex object from boxes by means of boolean operations.

The most important properties for proximity-based access to spatial objects are

preserved by such representations or approximations. As building blocks of such

representations or approximations we consider classes of simple spatial objects, such

as the class of all aligned rectangles in 2-dimensional space, or the class of all spheres
in 3-dimensional space Within its class, each object is defined by a small fixed number

of parameters For example, an aligned rectangle (i. e. a rectangle with sides parallel to

the axes) can be described by its center (ex, cy) and the half-length of each side, dx and

dy, and a sphere by the coordinates of its center (ex, cy, cz) and its radius r

Arly simple object, defined within its class by k parameters, can be considered to be a

point in a k-dimensional space assigned to its class. For example, an aligned rectangle
becomes a point in 4-dimensional space, and a rectangle in general position is

represented by a point in 5-dimensional space All of the geometric and topological
properties of an object can be deduced from the class it belongs to and from the

coordinates of the corresponding point

The technique to be presented for storing spatial objects works for any choice of

parameters by which simple objects can be represented. However, depending on

characteristics of the data to be processed, some choices of parameters are better than

others Let us discuss some considerations that may determine the choice of

parameters

1) Distinction between location parameters and extension parameters. For some

classes of simple objects it is reasonable to distinguish location parameters, such as the

center (ex, cy) of an aligned rectangle, or the center (ex, cy, cz) of a sphere, from

extension parameters, such as the half-sides dx and dy, or the radius r. This distinction

is always possible for objects that can be described as Cartesian products of spheres of

various dimensions For example, a rectangle is the product of two 1-dimensional

spheres, a cylinder the product of a 1 dimensional and a 2-dimensional sphere.
Whenever this distinction can be made, cone-shaped search regions generated by

proximity queries as described in section 2 3 have a simpler intuitive interpretation: The

subspace of the location parameters acts as a "mirror" that reflects a query point or a

query object
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2) independence of parameters, uniform distribution. As an example, consider the class

of all intervals on a straight line (Fig. 2.3a). If intervals are represented by their left and

right endpoints, Ix and rx, the constraint Ix < rx restricts all representations of these

intervals by points (Ix, rx) to the triangle above the diagonal in Fig. 2.3b. Any data

structure that organizes the embedding space of the data points, as opposed to the

particular set of points that must be stored, will pay some overhead for representing the

unpopulated half of the embedding space. A coordinate transformation that distributes

data all over the embedding space will lead to more efficient storage. The situation can

be even worse than this. In most applications the building blocks from which complex

objects are built are much smaller than the space in which they are embedded, as the

size of a brick is small compared to the size of a house. If so, parameters that locate

boundaries of an object, such as (Ix, rx), are highly dependent on each other. Fig. 2.3b

shows how short intervals on a long line cluster along the diagonal, leaving large regions
of a large embedding space unpopulated; whereas the same set of intervals,

represented in Fig. 2.3c by separating location parameters from extension parameters,

fills a smaller embedding space in a much more uniform way. With the assumption of

bounded dx, the data distribution of Fig. 2.3c is easier to handle than the one of

Fig. 2.3b.
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Fig. 2.3a: Intervals on a straight line,
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Fig. 2.3b: Representation of intervals by left and right endpoints.
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Fig. 2.3c: Representation of intervals by center and half length.
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2.3 Proximity queries lead to cone-shaped search regions

2.3.1 Types of proximity queries

Let (A, B) be an ordered pair of sets. We will consider three basic proximity relations

between A and B

- intersection- AAB:*A and B intersect each other, i. e. A n B * c.

- enclosure A D B: *» A encloses B.

- containment- A c B -^ A is contained in B.

In the following ® will denote one of the basic proximity relations A, g or 2.

Given a class a of simple spatial objects defined by a fixed number of parameters, the

corresponding higher-dimensional space H, and a set r c a of simple objects

represented as points in H, we consider three types of queries,

point query. given a query point q, find all objects A r for which q A.

point set query- given a set Q of points, find all objects A r for which A ® Q

holds

geometric join query- given another class 0" of simple spatial objects, the

corresponding higher-dimensional space H\ and a set r c 8",

find all pairs (A, A') with A r, A' e r and A ® A'.

2.3.2 Point query

Given a point q we can describe exactly the region in H that contains all points

representing objects in r which overlap q

1) Let a be the class of intervals on a straight line. An interval given by its center ex

and its half length dx overlaps a point q with coordinate qx (Fig. 2.4a) if and only if

ex - dx < qx < ex + dx Fig 2 4b shows the cone-shaped region in 2-dimensional

space that contains all points representing intervals which contain q.

2) The class a of aligned rectangles in the plane (with parameters as in section 2.2) can

be treated as the Cartesian product of two classes of intervals, one along the x-axis, the

other along the y axis All rectangles which contain a given point q (Fig. 2 5a) are

represented by points in 4-dimensional space lying in the Cartesian product of two

point in interval query regions (Fig 2 5b) The region is shown by its projections into the

ex dx plane and the cy-dy plane

3) Let a be the class of circles in the plane As parameters for the representation of a

circle as a point in 3 dimensional space we choose the coordinates of its center (ex, cy)
and its radius r All circles which overlap a point q (Fig. 2 6a) are represented in the

corresponding 3 dimensional space by points lying in the cone with vertex q shown in

Fig 2 6b The axis of the cone is parallel to the r-axis (the extension parameter), its

vertex is q considered as a point in the ex cy plane (the subspace of the location

parameters)
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2.3.3 Point set query

Given a set O of points, the region in H that contains all points representing objects

A r which

- intersect Q (i. e. A A Q) union

is the

- enclose Q (i. e. A 3 Q) intersection

of the regions in H that result from the point queries for each point in Q. The union and

intersection of cones are particularly simple regions in H if the query set Q is a simple

spatial object.

The region in H that contains all points representing objects A r which are contained

in a set Q of points cannot be described for general Q. However, if Q is a simple spatial

object, then also this region is particularly simple, as the following examples show.

1) Let a be the class of intervals on a straight line. An interval I - (ex, dx) intersects a

query interval Q = (cq, dq) if and only if its representing point lies in the shaded

region shown in Fig. 2.4c; this region is given by the inequalities ex - dx < cq + dq

and ex + dx > cq - dq. I encloses O if and only if its representing point lies

in the shaded region shown in Fig.2.4d; this region is given by the inequalities

ex - dx < cq - dq < cq + dq < ex + dx. I is contained in Q if and only if its

representing point lies in the shaded region shown in Fig. 2.4e; this region is given by
the inequalities cq - dq < ex - dx < ex + dx ^ cq + dq.

2) Let a be the class of aligned rectangles in the plane. If Q is also an aligned rectangle

then a is again treated as the Cartesian product of two classes of intervals, one along
the x-axis, the other along the y-axis. All rectangles which

- intersect Q

- enclose Q

- are contained in Q

are represented by points in 4-dimensional space lying in the Cartesian product of two

- interval intersection query regions.
- interval enclosure query regions.
- interval containment query regions.

3) Let a be the class of circles in the plane. All circles which

- intersect O

- enclose Q

- are contained in Q

are represented by points in 3-dimensional space lying in the cones shown in Fig. 2.6c,

Fig. 2.6d and Fig. 2.6e. All circles which intersect a line segment L are represented by
points lying in the cone-shaped solid shown in Fig. 2.6f. This solid is obtained by

embedding L in the cx-cy-plane, the subspace of the location parameters, and moving

the cone with vertex at q along L. All circles which intersect a rectangle R are

represented by points lying in the cone-shaped solid shown in Fig. 2.6g.
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Fig. 2.4d: Search region for an interval enclosure query.
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Fig. 2.4e: Search region for an interval containment query.
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Fig. 2.5a: Point query in the class of aligned rectangles in the plane (q - query point),
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Fig. 2.5b: Search region for a point query in the class of aligned rectangles in the plane.
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Fig. 2.6a: Point query and point set query in the class of circles in the plane

(q = query point, C = query circle, L = query line, R = query rectangle).
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Fig. 2.6b: Search region for a point query in the class of circles in the plane.
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Fig. 2.6c: Search region for a circle intersection query.
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Fig. 2.6d: Search region for a circle enclosure query.
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Fig. 2.6f: Search region for an intersection query with a line L.
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Fig 2 6g Search region for an intersection query with a rectangle R.

2.3.4 Geometric join query

Let 8' be another class of simple spatial objects, H' the corresponding

higher dimensional space, and r c 8" For every A 8 let H'& c H' be the set of all

points in H' representing A' 8* such that A ® A'. Denote by PA the point in H

representing a spatial object A a The region in the Cartesian product H x H' that

contains all points representing pairs (A, A') with A r, A' e r and A ® A" is the union of

the sets {PA} x H'A for all A a, this region is particularly simple for the different

classes of simple spatial objects and proximity relations ®

Let a be the class of points, 8' the class of intervals on a straight line. Then H x H'

is the 3-dimensional space All pairs (p, I) of points p with coordinate x and intervals

I = (ex, dx) such that p e I are represented by points lying in the solid shown in Fig 2 7.

This solid is obtained by moving the search region shown in Fig 2 4b along the bisector

in the x-cx-plane
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search region for

point-in-interval query
for point p

Fig. 2.7. Search region for a geometric join query.

We have seen how basic proximity queries on 1 -dimensional and 2-dimensional objects

lead to cone shaped search regions in higher-dimensional spaces. Analogous results

hold as well for 3-dimensional simple spatial objects.

2 4 The grid file as a file structure for storing simple spatial objects

In order to minimize the number of disk accesses in proximity queries, an efficient file

structure for storing a set r of simple spatial objects - all of the same type - must

preserve locality objects that are near each other - in location and extension - should

have a high probability of being stored in the same physical disk block. The file structure

should adapt its shape dynamically under insertions and deletions of objects.

Furthermore it should be possible to determine those disk blocks which could contain

objects to be searched for in a proximity query without additional disk accesses.

The grid file is a structure for storing multidimensional point data designed to meet

these requirements To each class 8 of simple spatial objects one gnd file is assigned.
The data space underlying this grid file is the higher-dimensional space H in which the

objects of 8 are represented as points We have seen that proximity queries on a lead to

cone shaped search regions in H The grid cells which intersect the search region are

determined by matching the cone against the scales The scales are small enough to be

kept in central memory, hence this computation needs no access to disk - the pnmary
reason for the grid file's efficiency The buckets that correspond to the relevant grid
cells are then accessed via the directory If a bucket region is not completely contained

in the search region, each point stored in the bucket must be examined individually to
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determine whether it answers the query, i. e. whether the corresponding object is

searched for in the proximity query.

A geometric join query is answered in an analogous way. Let f and f' be the two grid files

involved, and let H and H' be the underlying higher-dimensional spaces. The scales of f

and f' define a grid on the Cartesian product HX.H'. The cells of this grid which intersect

the search region in H x H' are detennined by matching the scales of the two grid files

against the search region. As in the case of proximity queries on a single grid file this

computation needs no access to disk. If a cell intersects the search region the

corresponding pair of buckets (Bf, Bf) is accessed from disk via the grid directories of f

and f. If the Cartesian product of the bucket regions of Bf and Bf is completely

contained in the search region all pairs of objects corresponding to pairs of points

(Pf, Pf) with p, e B, and Pf Bf. fulfill the join condition. If the Cartesian product of the

bucket regions of Bf and Bf is not completely contained in the search region all pairs of

points (Of, Pf) with Pf e Bf and Pf e Bf must be checked in order to see whether they lie

inside or outside the search region, i. e. whether the corresponding pairs of objects fulfill

the join condition.
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3 The grid file system:

design concepts and implementation

The grid file system is a portable general purpose data management package based on

the grid file. Its implementation in Modula-2 and FORTRAN 77 confirms the properties

that the grid file is expected to have.

The original paper [NHS 84] about the grid file left open some important questions, such

as the implementation of the scales and of the grid directory or the selection of

algorithms for splitting, merging and query evaluation.

Section 3.1 describes how the scales and the grid directory have been realized in our

implementation, which differs from the original grid file structure by introducing a 2-level

grid directory Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the strategies and algorithms for splitting,

merging and query evaluation which are derived from these design concepts. Section

3 4 describes the design and structure of the programs.

3.1 Design concepts

The following are the basic operations performed on the grid directory and scales of a

grid file

neighborhood operation: find the neighbor of a grid directory element in a given

direction; this operation is needed to determine the regions

of data buckets.

- split operation insert a new boundary into one of the scales and maintain

the one-to-one correspondence between the grid defined

by the scales and the grid directory by inserting the

corresponding cross section into the grid directory.
- merge operation- remove a boundary from one of the scales and maintain the

one-to-one correspondence between the gnd defined by
the scales and the grid directory by removing the

corresponding cross section from the grid directory.

As long as the grid directory is small enough it may be kept in central memory, stored for

instance in row major order This provides fast access to each directory element and

therefore allows to perform the neighborhood operation efficiently; however, split and

merge operations require shifting of grid directory elements when inserting or deleting

directory elements

If the grid directory gets too large it must be stored on disk, i. e. the grid directory

elements must somehow be assigned to physical disk blocks. Now the number of disk

accesses needed to perform the neighborhood, split and merge operations determine

the efficiency of these operations. Grid directory elements should therefore be

distributed among disk blocks in such a way that contiguous elements have a high

probability of being stored in the same disk block, this minimizes the number of disk

accesses necessary for neighborhood operations. The commonly used row (or column)

major order storage scheme and the storage schemes for extendible arrays (see e. g.

[OM 83], [Oto 84]) are ill suited for storing the grid directory on disk since they do not
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preserve the neighborhood of directory elements symmetrically with respect to all

dimensions. Furthermore in the row (or column) major order storage scheme the split
and merge operations require costly restructuring of the entire directory. The storage
schemes for extendible arrays only allow efficient split operations, merging is not

possible without costly restructuring of the entire directory.

A natural approach to this problem is to manage the grid directory with another grid file

(see Fig. 3.1). The grid directory of this grid file will be called the root directory. The

scales corresponding to this root directory will be called roof scales. The root directory
obtained by this data compression is a scaled-down version of the original grid

directory, in which the limit of resolution is significantly coarser. An element of the root

directory is a pointer to a disk block which contains the corresponding part of the

original grid directory, which can be stored, for instance, in row major order. In the

following such a disk block will be called a directorypage orapage.

grid directory

/
/

root directory

Fig. 3.1: The root directory provides direct access to the original grid directory.

The constraints and operations defined for the original grid directory and scales and the

data buckets also apply to the root directory and root scales and the directory pages:
- Several grid cells in the root directory may share a directory page. Such a set of cells

is called a page region. As in the case of bucket regions, page regions are allowed to

have only the shape of a k-dimensional rectangular box.

- Directory pages may be split or merged.
- The root directory and root scales may be split or merged like the original grid

directory and scales.

In order to restrict the determination of a bucket's region by the neighborhood operation

to one directory page bucket regions are not allowed to cross page boundaries.
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If a directory page is represented in the root directory by (on average) p bytes and a

data bucket is represented in the original grid directory by (on average) b bytes, a grid
file with a root directory size of rs bytes, a page size of ps bytes and a bucket size of bs

bytes is able to manage about (rs / p)«(ps / b) * bs bytes of data; if rs - ps - bs - 1

kbyte and p - b = 8 bytes the grid file is able to manage about 16 Mbyte of data This

shows that in most applications the root directory will be small (up to 1 kbyte) and can

therefore be kept in central memory, thus preserving the two-disk-access principle.

The number of disk accesses needed to perform split and merge operations on the

original grid directory can be minimized by reducing the number of directory pages

affected by such an operation. This is achieved by making the parts of the original grid

directory stored in different directory pages independent of each other. Only the root

directory and the root scales are kept in central memory. Each directory page contains

besides the corresponding part of the original grid directory array also its own local

scales. These local scales contain those boundaries of the original scales which

correspond to the part of the original grid directory contained in this directory page. Fig.
3.2 shows this in more detail; in this figure data buckets are represented by their bucket

regions. In the following a subscale denotes a local scale of a directory page. The part of

the original grid directory stored in one directory page will be called a subdirectory.
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directory page

root directory
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Fig. 3.2: Organization of the root directory, the root scales,

the subdirectories and the subscales.
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Now splitting and merging the original grid directory and scales can be localized to

splitting and merging only the subdirectory and subscales stored in one directory page.
An overflowing data bucket, whose bucket region consists of only one grid directory
element, is split by inserting a new boundary into one of its subscales and splitting the

corresponding subdirectory locally in the directory page. In an analogous way a

boundary may be removed from one of the subscales and the corresponding

subdirectory is merged locally in the directory page.

If a directory page overflows two new directory pages are created by distributing the

subdirectory and subscales stored in the old page among the two new pages. This will

be explained in more detail in section 3.2.4. Analogously, two directory pages may be

merged into one. This will be explained in more detail in section 3.2.7.

Restricting splitting and merging to the subscales and subdirectories has another

advantage: clustering in the underlying data is compensated to a certain degree. A

cluster in the data causes a fine partition of the subdirectories In that part of the data

space where the cluster occurs. With a 1 -level grid directory a cluster may influence the

partition of the grid in parts of the data space which are far away from this cluster and

where no clustering occurs, since in this case each boundary partitions the whole data

space into two (see Fig. 3.3). Such clusters in the data may therefore lead to a rapid

growth of a 1-level grid directory, especially if the grid file has more than two

dimensions. Extendible hashing [FNPS 79], the 1-dimensional counterpart of the grid

file, suffers from the same problem. [Tam 83] states that a 2-level hierarchic directory,
combined with an overflow mechanism, eliminates the directory size problem and data

dependence of extendible hashing. In contrast to extendible hashing the grid file does

not double its directory size each time a split of the grid directory occurs. Therefore our

2-level hierarchic grid directory for the grid file seems to be sufficient in order to

compensate clustering and dependencies in the underlying data.

—f-"T~
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Fig. 3.3: Influence of data cluster on a 1 -level grid directory.

In contrast to the grid file, most other multikey access file structures based on address

computation do not adapt so gracefully to the underlying data. If the data is not
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uniformly distributed the directory of the extendible cell method [Tarn 82] as well as the

directory of multidimensional extendible hashing [Oto 84] grow much faster than the

directory of the grid file, since the fine partition that is needed in that part of the data

space where a cluster occurs extends uniformly over the whole data space, i. e. the

partition does not adapt to the density of the data in different parts of the data space.

This leads to a directory that is disproportionate to the size of the underlying data.

Moreover a split or merge of the directory is not an incremental operation and may

require an inordinate amount of time since the entire directory must be restructured; this

is not the case with our implementation of the grid file. Interpolation-based index

maintenance [Bur 83] and multidimensional linear dynamic hashing [OS 83] are derived

from linear hashing and therefore do not use a directory. However, these also are

sensitive to non-uniform data distributions [Tarn 83]. The guarantee of a predefined

minimum load factor results in overflow chains which may be long.

3.2 Strategies and algorithms for splitting and merging

In our implementation of the gnd file the scales (i. e. root scales and subscales) and the

directories (i e. root directory and subdirectories) are stored in dynamic linear arrays,

the latter in row major order (see 3 4.3). The records are stored in the data buckets one

after another in no specific order (see 3.4.3). Splitting and merging occurs at four levels,

namely
- data buckets,

subdirectories and subscales,

directory pages and
- root directory and root scales.

Two different methods have been proposed in [NHS 84] for finding candidates with

which a given data bucket can merge, the neighbor system and the multidimensional

buddy system The neighbor system allows a data bucket to merge with either of its two

adjacent neighbors in any of the k dimensions, provided the resulting bucket region

again has the shape of a multidimensional rectangular box; consequently there are at

most 2 • k candidates a data bucket may merge with. As shown in Fig. 3.4 this may lead

to a so-called deadlock, i e. buckets are generated which prevent each other from

merging since their resulting bucket region would not be rectangular.

n c D
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Fig 34 Possible deadlock in the neighbor system.

In the multidimensional buddy system, every bucket region must be the Cartesian
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product of binary radix intervals (for the definition of binary radix intervals see 3.2.1).
Therefore the multidimensional buddy system allows a given data bucket to merge with

exactly one adjacent neighbor in each dimension, provided the resulting bucket region

remains box-shaped; hence there are at most k candidates a data bucket may merge

with. In a grid file of three or more dimensions the multidimensional buddy system can

also lead to a deadlock (Fig. 3.5).

Fig. 3.5: Possible deadlock in the buddy system.

A method simpler than the neighbor or multidimensional buddy system can be derived

from a given static splitting strategy as in the extendible cell method [Tarn 82] or in the

multidimensional extendible hashing method [Oto 84]. In order to support such a static

splitting strategy merging must be the inverse of splitting. However, this is too restrictive

for a file structure which should adapt its shape dynamically to the stored data

The deadlock occuring in the neighbor and multidimensional buddy system as well as a

static splitting strategy increase the size of the directory and decrease the average

bucket occupancy and the performance of a grid file. Therefore we use a method which

imposes the same constraints on bucket regions as the multidimensional buddy system,
but avoids deadlock by performing additional checks when merging. Section 3.2.1

describes the constraints imposed on bucket regions and page regions. Then the

algorithms for splitting and merging directory pages and data buckets will be described

(sections 3.2.2 - 3.2.7).

Although our implementation can handle different types of keys (section 3.4.1) and the

algorithms described in the following are independent of any special key type, to simplify
the explanation we only describe the case in which the key range in each dimension is

the unit interval [0, 1) (left closed and right open). The underlying data space is the

k-dimensional unit cube [0,1)k.

in what follows a block denotes either a directory page or a data bucket. Accordingly, a

block region will be either a page region in the root directory or a bucket region in a

subdirectory. For a given block the terms scales and grid directory denote, respectively:
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- the root scales and the root directory if the block is a directory page.
- the subscales and the subdirectory stored in the corresponding directory page if the

block is a data bucket.

3.2.1 Constraints imposed on page regions and bucket regions

An interval [a, b) contained in [0, 1) is a binary radix interval if it can be obtained by

repeated bisection, starting with the interval [0,1). The number of bisections neccessary

to obtain a binary radix interval I is called the level of I and is denoted by lev(l) (e. g.

lev([0, 1)) = 0, lev([0,1/2)) = lev([1/2,1)) - 1, lev([1/8,1/4)) - 3). To each binary
radix interval I which is different from [0,1) there corresponds another unique binary
radix interval J such that I and J are disjoint and their union I u J is again a binary radix

interval of [0,1) J is called the buddy of I, and vice versa.

Block regions are only allowed to have the shape of a multidimensional rectangular box.

Moreover, a block region must be the Cartesian product of binary radix intervals. Fig. 3.6

shows valid and invalid block regions.

invalid

1.0 T

00-1-

l 1—l—I

0.0 1.0

Fig. 3 6. Valid and invalid block regions.

Subdirectory elements which belong to different directory pages are not allowed to point

to the same data bucket, i. e each bucket region is always completely contained in a

single directory page

3.2.2 Finding a boundary for splitting

If a block (i e a directory page or a data bucket) has to be split one of the following two

cases may occur

the block region B consists of one grid cell.

the block region B consists of more than one grid cell.

In the first case we must first insert a new boundary into one of the scales and update

the one-to one correspondence between the grid defined by the scales and the grid

directory The new boundary is computed in the following way. For each dimension i of

the k dimensional data space let »,(B) (1 < i ^ k) denote the binary radix interval

obtained by projecting B into dimension i. The new boundary is inserted into the

scale corresponding to the dimension n with the smallest level lev(»n(B)) (i. e.

lev(»n(B)) < lev(»,(B)) for all dimensions i), the boundary coordinate is the average of

valid
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the lower and upper boundaries of *n(B). The two binary radix intervals which result

from splitting wn(B) both have levels lev(»n(B)) + 1. If there is more than one dimension

for which lev(w,(B)) is minimal then the dimension with the smallest number of

boundaries in its corresponding scale is chosen. From this point on both of the above

cases are handled identically.

At least one boundary in one of the scales now divides the block region into two disjoint

subregions The boundary with respect to which the block is split is chosen as follows.

For each dimension i of the k-dimensional data space there is at most one boundary
which splits the binary radix interval »,(B) into two further binary radix intervals; on the

other hand since the block region is divided by at least one boundary in one of the

scales there exists at least one dimension with such a boundary. From these boundaries

the one with the smallest corresponding level lev(»j(B)) is chosen.

When a directory page is split an additional condition must be observed: the split

boundary must always be contained in the corresponding subscale of the directory
page

3.2.3 Splitting a data bucket

The records stored in the data bucket which has to be split are distributed among two

new data buckets depending on the side of the hyperplane defined by the split boundary
on which they he Furthermore some additional information stored in the data buckets is

updated, for instance record counts.

Finally the subdirectory elements corresponding to the new data buckets are set to their

disk addresses

3.2.4 Splitting a directory page

If a directory page has to be split then the subscales of each of the two new directory
pages are created in the following way The splitting policy (see 3.2.2) assures that the

split boundary with respect to which the directory page is split is also contained in the

corresponding subscale of this directory page Therefore this subscale can be split at

this boundary into two new subscales The left subscale is assigned to one of the new

directory pages, this page will therefore contain that part of the old subdirectory which
lies to the left side of the hyperplane defined by the split boundary. The same is done for

the right subscale and the other new directory page The other subscales of the new

directory pages are the same as the subscales in the old directory page with the

exception that each boundary in these subscales is checked to see whether it is still

needed, i e whether any bucket region in the corresponding new subdirectory is limited

by this boundary Boundaries which are not needed any more are removed from their

subscale

The subdirectories corresponding to the two grids defined by the subscales of the new

directory pages are constructed with the help of the old subdirectory Subdirectory
elements which belong to different directory pages are not allowed to point to the same

data bucket Therefore data buckets whose bucket regions are shared by subdirectory
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elements in both new directory pages must be split; this happens rarely and does not

affect the performance.

Finally the root directory elements corresponding to the new directory pages are set to

their disk addresses. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the splitting of a directory page.

data bucket to be split

split boundary
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Fig. 3.7: Splitting a directory page.

3.2.5 Finding a candidate for merging

The constraints imposed on page regions and bucket regions in 3.2.1 imply that a block

with block region B may merge in every dimension i (1 < i < k) in the direction in which

the buddy of »,(B) is located (Fig. 3.8).
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Fig. 3 8: Determination of the merge direction.

Every dimension is checked for the possibility of merging with another block lying in the
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uniquely determined direction:

- the block region resulting from a merger of two blocks must have a rectangular shape

and be the Cartesian product of binary radix intervals.

- a merger of two blocks should be such that any later deadlock is prevented.

The block regions of the two blocks to be merged can be determined by neighborhood

operations without any disk accesses. The first condition can therefore easily be

checked Deadlocks are prevented as follows

Let R be a subset of the set D of all grid cells in a grid directory. R is called a closed

region if and only if

- R has the shape of a multidimensional rectangular box,
- for every dimension i (1 < i < k) »,(R) is a binary radix interval and

- all block regions B which intersect R (i. e. B n R * 0) are contained in R (i. e. B c R).

Every block region is therefore a closed region.

A closed region R is defined to be deadlock-tree if and only if the block regions lying in R

could be combined into a single block region equal to R by a sequence of merge

operations In a closed region R consisting of more than two blocksa deadlockoccurs if

no two blocks may merge with each other because their resulting block region would

not have the shape of a multidimensional rectangular box.

Lemma 1

A closed region R is deadlock-free if and only if either R is a block region or there exist

deadlock-free closed regions Ri and R2 such that R - R1 u R2 and R1 n R2 - 0.

Proof

Let R be deadlock-free Then there exists a sequence M of merge operations by which

the block regions lying in R can be merged into one block region which is equal to R.

The last merge operation in M joins two disjoint deadlock-free closed regions Rf and R2

and generates a block region which is equal to R.

Let R1 and R2 be deadlock-free closed regions such that R - R, u R2 and

R1 n R2 = 0 Then the concatenated sequences Mf and M2 (corresponding to R1 and

R2) of merge operations and one additional merge of the block regions corresponding to

R1 and R2 result in a sequence of merge operations by which the block regions lying in

R can be merged into one block region which is equal to R. Therefore R is

deadlock-free

Lemma 2:

As long as block regions in a grid directory are split (observing the constraints imposed

on block regions in 3 21) but not merged, every closed region R g D is deadlock-free.

Proof:

The sequence of split operations can be inverted to give a sequence of merge

operations by which the block regions lying in R can be combined into one block region

which is equal to R

Let Bt and B2 be the block regions of blocks which fulfill the first condition, i. e.
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B » B-i u B2 has rectangular shape and B is the Cartesian product of binary radix

intervals. The following algorithm prevent deadlock checks whether a merge of Bi and

B2 will cause a deadlock to occur later on.

algorithm prevent deadlock-.

R<-D

loop

if R = Bthen

Bi and B2 may be merged without causing a deadlock; exit from loop

else

try to partition R into closed regions R^ and R2 such that

R = R-i UR2, Rif1R2 = 0and(BgR1orBCR2)
if partition not possible then

merge would generate deadlock, do not merge; exit from loop
else

if B £ R-\ then

R«-Rf

else

R«- R2

end

end

end

end

Since Ri and R2 must be closed regions, w,(Ri) and »,(R2> must be binary radix intervals

for every dimension i (1 < i < k). The conditions R - R-j u R2 and R1 n R2 (9 imply

thatir/R) = *j(Ri) u *j(R2) for exactly one dimension j, and »,(R) - «,(Ri) - w,(R2)for
all other dimensions i * j. Therefore at most k possibilities exist to partition a closed

region R into disjoint closed regions R^ and R2.

Lemma 3

As long as

- the constraints imposed on block regions (see 321) are observed when performing
split and merge operations, and

- merge operations are only performed if algorithm prevent deadlock allows,

every closed region R Q D in a grid directory is deadlock-free.

Proof

The claim follows immediately from Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and algorithm prevent deadlock.

The levels lev(*,(B)) of a given block B determine a priority queue on the set of possible

candidates with which B may merge, i e. if B may merge with a candidate across a

boundary in dimension i this candidate obtains prionty lev(»,(B)). The candidate

corresponding to a higher level has a higher priority All the operations descnbed so far

are performed within the root directory or in a subdirectory stored in one directory page,
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depending on whether the given block (which tries to merge) is a directory page or a

data bucket. Therefore no disk accesses are needed to determine neighboring merge

candidates and to build the priority queue whose entries correspond to these

neighboring merge candidates. Now the first merge candidate is removed from the

priority queue and accessed from disk, and the given block tries to merge with this

candidate. 3.2.6 describes this merging for data buckets, 3.2.7 for directory pages. This

is repeated until the given block has merged with one of the candidates or the queue

becomes empty.

If the given block has merged with one of its neighboring blocks, and the space

utilization of the new block still lies below the merging threshold, this new block may

again be called for merging.

3.2.6 Merging two data buckets

A neighboring merge candidate for a data bucket whose bucket occupancy drops below

a certain threshold (for instance 30% of the bucket capacity) can be found as described

in 3 2 5. Two data buckets are merged only if their joint occupancy is well below the

bucket capacity (for instance 60% of the bucket capacity) since otherwise a few

insertions of records may again cause a split of the newly merged bucket.

Two data buckets are merged by appending the records of one data bucket to the other

one and updating the additional information (for instance a record count) in this data

bucket.

The subdirectory elements corresponding to the bucket region of the discarded data

bucket are set to the disk address of the other data bucket.

Finally it is checked whether the boundary along which the two data buckets have been

merged is still needed, i. e whether there still exists any bucket region in this

subdirectory which is limited by this boundary. If the boundary is no longer needed it is

removed from its subscale and the one-to-one correspondence between the gnd

defined by the subscales and the subdirectory is updated. In this case the directory

page may try to merge with another directory page if its space utilization drops below a

certain threshold.

3.2.7 Merging two directory pages

A neighboring merge candidate for a directory page can be found as descnbed in 3.2.5.

The subscale of the new directory page that corresponds to the merge dimension, i. e.

the dimension which is perpendicular to the hyperplane along which the two directory

pages are merged, is obtained by appending the two corresponding subscales of the

directory pages to be merged All other subscales for the new directory page are

obtained by merging the corresponding subscales of the old directory pages. Now the

size of the subdirectory corresponding to the grid which is defined by the new subscales

can be computed Two directory pages are merged if the space utilization in the new

page is well below the page capacity (for instance 50% of the page capacity) since

otherwise a few splits of the subscales and the subdirectory in the new page would be

sufficient to split this page again.
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Two pages are merged by constructing the subdirectory corresponding to the grid
which is defined by the subscales of the new directory page with the help of the

subdirectories stored in the old directory pages. By Lemma 1 in 32 5 the new

subdirectory is deadlock-free.

The root directory elements corresponding to the new directory page are set to its disk

address Fig 3 9 illustrates the merging of two directory pages.

data buckets to be merged
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Fig 39 Merging two directory pages

Finally we check whether the boundary along which the two directory pages have been

merged is still needed, i e whether there still exists any page region in the root directory
which is limited by this boundary. If the boundary is no longer needed it is removed from

its root scale and the one-to-one correspondence between the grid defined by the root

scales and the root directory is updated

3 3 Strategies and algorithms for query evaluation

In our implementation, queries are started by query initialization procedures, and the

records found in a query are passed to the user by subsequent calls of a transfer

procedure (see 341) During a query on a single grid file (i. e. an exact match query, a

range query or a user defined query) the user may delete the record which has been

passed to him after each call of the transfer procedure. Therefore it is possible to merge

directory pages or data buckets during such a query without changing the status of the

query After the deletion of records a data bucket is called for merging if its bucket

occupancy drops below a certain threshold (for instance 30% of the bucket capacity). If

two data buckets have been merged, and the subdirectory stored in the corresponding

directory page has been reduced in size, then this directory page may also be called for

merging if its space utilization drops below a certain threshold.
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3.3.1 Exact match query

An exact match query retrieves all records with given key values x^ x*; x, denotes

the key value corresponding to dimension i (1 <, i <, k) of a k-dimensional grid file. Our

implementation allows the existence of more than one record with the same tuple of key

values, at present the maximum number of records with the same tuple of key values is

limited by the number of records that fit into one data bucket.

By searching the root scales, the given key values are converted into interval indices;

these indices provide direct access to the correct element of the root directory where

the address of the corresponding directory page is located This directory page is read

from disk in the first disk access By searching the subscales stored in this directory

page, the key values are again converted into interval indices, these indices now provide

direct access to the correct element of the subdirectory stored in this page where the

address of the corresponding data bucket is located This data bucket is read from disk

in the second disk access, and it can be checked whether this data bucket contains

records having the specified tuple of key values

The data bucket may be called for merging only after all records stored in it have been

processed

If a record has to be inserted into a grid file, the bucket in which it is to be stored is

accessed in the same way If the record does not fit into the bucket a split of this bucket

is performed as described in 3 2 3

3.3 2 Range query

In a range query all records which lie in the Cartesian product B of intervals [l„ uj

(1 < i < k) are retrieved, i e the key values x, of these records satisfy I, < x, < u,.

Exact match, partial match and partial range quenes can be performed by range quenes

(seel 1)

By searching the root scales, B is converted into a multidimensional rectangular region

R in the root directory (Fig 310) The directory pages which are pointed to by root

directory elements lying in this region are processed by traversing R in row major order,

starting with the page corresponding to the root directory element with the smallest

indices in R Each of these directory pages is loaded from disk exactly once, i e before

reading a directory page from disk it is checked by neighborhood operations on the root

directory whether this page has already been processed

After such a directory page has been read B is again converted into a rectangular region
R' in the subdirectory of this page by searching its subscales The buckets which are

pointed to by subdirectory elements lying in R' are processed by traversing R' in row

major order, starting with the bucket corresponding to the subdirectory element with the

smallest indices in R' Each of these buckets is loaded from disk exactly once, i e

before reading a bucket from disk it is checked by neighborhood operations on the

subdirectory whether this bucket has already been processed

After such a data bucket has been read from disk the records stored in it are processed
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If the corresponding page region is completely contained in B then the bucket region is

also completely contained in B, otherwise the bucket region is tested for containment in

B. If the bucket region is not completely contained in B, each record stored in the bucket

must be checked to see whether it is contained in B.

During the query all directory pages and all data buckets whose regions intersect B are

read from disk exactly once.
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Fig. 3.10: Range query in a grid file.

During a range query a data bucket may only be called for merging after all records

stored in it have been processed. After a merge with another data bucket which has not

yet been examined, all records stored in this data bucket are processed before the

query continues with the next data bucket. In the case of a reduction of the

corresponding subdirectory the region R' must be updated. A directory page is only
called for merging after all data buckets which are pointed to by subdirectory elements

lying in R' have been examined and the corresponding subdirectory has been reduced

in size. After a merge with another directory page which has not yet been examined the

data buckets corresponding to the subdirectory of this directory page are processed
before the query continues with the next directory page. In the case of a reduction of the

root directory the region R must be updated.

3.3.3 User defined region query

In a user defined region query all records lying in a user defined region U of the

multidimensional data space are retrieved. In such a query the directory pages are

processed by walking through the root directory in row major order. For each page P the

user is asked whether U intersects the part of the data space covered by P. If so P is

fetched from disk and all its buckets are processed in an analogous way, finding all
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records to be searched for. Rg. 3.11 illustrates how a user defined region query is

performed. As in the case of range queries, directory pages and data buckets whose

regions intersect U are fetched from disk exactly once during the query. Examples of

user defined region queries have been described in chapter 2. As in the case of a range

query, deletions of records may cause merging of data buckets and directory pages

during a user defined region query.
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root directory directory page

Fig 3.11. User defined region query in a grid file.

3.3.4 Join query

A join query generalizes the join operator of relational data bases. In a join query all

pairs of records (rf, rr) which belong to a given pair of grid files (f, f) and satisfy certain

conditions are retrieved Examples of join queries have been given in chapters 1 and 2.

In our implementation a join query is performed as follows. All directory pages of the

grid file f are processed by traversing its root directory in row major order. For each

page P the user is asked whether there could exist pairs of records (rf, rf) satisfying the

join condition such that rf lies in the part of the data space covered by P. If there could

exist such pairs of records P is fetched from disk and all its buckets are processed in the

following way For each bucket B the user is asked whether there could exist pairs of

records (rf, rr) satisfying the join condition such that rf lies in the part of the data space

covered by B. If there could exist such pairs of records B is accessed from disk. Now all

records rf- which join the records r? stored in B are found by a query on f' which is similar

to a user defined region query (see 3.3.3) f and f are not handled symmetrically in this

implementation, during the join query each directory page and each data bucket

belonging to the grid file f are accessed from disk at most once, whereas a directory
page or a data bucket belonging to f may be accessed more than once. Since the

blocks of f determine which blocks of f' have to be examined, f is called the master grid
file, and 1' the slave grid file

i
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In most join queries only a subset Sp of all possible page pairs (P, P') and a subset St, of

all possible bucket pairs (B, B') must be processed. Sp can be determined with the aid of

the root scales and the root directories of f and f without any disk accesses. By

processing all page pairs (P, P') in Sp the subset St, can be determined with the aid of

the subscales and the subdirectories stored in P and P' without accessing any data

bucket. Our implementation uses a simple buffering scheme for directory pages and

data buckets: only the most recently used directory page and data bucket of each active

grid file are kept in central memory (see 3.4.3), i. e. in a join query only one page pair and

one bucket pair are available. With this condition the number of block (I. e. page or

bucket) accesses necessary to perform a join query varies depending on the sequence

of the block pair processing. If there are t such pairs then at least t + 1 and at most 2»t

disk accesses are necessary to process these pairs. The problem of minimizing the

number of disk accesses in a join query can be represented as a special case of the

Hamiltoman path problem [MKY 81] and thus it is shown to be NP-complete. [MKY 81]
gives heuristic procedures for scheduling the processing of the pairs in order to obtain

near optimum solutions; one of these procedures is similar to our method presented
above. It is an open problem to find an optimal schedule for the block pair processing if

more than two blocks of the two grid files involved can be buffered.

3.4 Design and structure of the programs

We have implemented the grid file system in the programming languages Modula-2

[Hm 84] and FORTRAN 77 [Mos 83].

Modula-2 [Wir 82] is a descendant of Pascal. The main difference between Modula-2

and Pascal is that Modula-2 allows separate compilation of interdependent modules,

i. e. the separation of a program into smaller units which are compiled separately. Full

type- and parameter-checking among separate units is provided during compilation.

The first version of the grid file system was developed on the Lilith [Wir 81]. This

machine is a 16-bit personal computer with 128 kwords (256 kbytes) of memory, half of

it addressable. It is equipped with a high resolution bitmap display (928 lines of

704 pixels each), a mouse with three buttons and 10 Mbyte secondary storage on a disk

cartridge. Since Lilith was designed as a Modula-2 machine that accepts M-code, the

compiler produces dense and fast object code.

In the following we will describe the Modula-2 implementation of the grid file system; the

structure of the FORTRAN 77 implementation is similar to the Modula-2 version.

3.4.1 The programmer's interface of the grid file system

In our implementation of the grid file system keys of records are allowed to be of type

cardinal, integer, real or character string. Cardinals are the non-negative integer
numbers. Besides their identifying keys x^ xk, records may contain some additional

information which is not of interest for the grid file; this additional information may be of

variable length. When creating a grid file the user has to declare whether the records are

uniquely identified by their keys. The user interface of the grid file system provides the

following operations:
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- creating, deleting, opening and closing a grid file;
- inserting and deleting records in a grid file;
- changing non-key information in a record.

Furthermore the grid file system allows the user to perform the following queries:

- exact match query: find all records with given key values xi,..., X|< (if keys are unique

at most one record will be found).
- range query, find all records whose key values x, lie in given intervals [l„ u,] (1 ^ i < k).
- user defined region query: the user has to write two procedures which are called by
the grid file system and guide the query.

- nextabove, nextbelow: given the i-th key value x,, find the records with key values

above or below x, and next to x,; this gives the user the possibility to process the

records sequentially with respect to one key.
- counting the above queries can be performed by only counting the records, but not

transferring them to the user program.
- join query, the user has to write some procedures which are called by the gnd file

system and guide the join query.

The complete Modula-2 interface of the grid file system is described in Appendix A.

The examples of a user defined region query and a join query will show the mechanism

how to perform queries with the grid file system.

I n a user program a user defined region query is treated as follows:

PROCEDURE BlockQuery (VAR lb. ub: ARRAY OF BYTE): IntersectlonType;

BEGIN

IF (* block 1s contained 1n query region •) THEN

RETURN contained

ELSIF (• block Intersects query region •) THEN

RETURN intersected

ELSE (* block does not Intersect query region •)
RETURN notintersected

END

END BlockQuery;

PROCEDURE RecordQuery (VAR kvs: ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

BEGIN

IF (« record, given by kvs, 1s contained 1n query region •) THEN

RETURN TRUE

ELSE

RETURN FALSE

END

END RecordQuery;
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ProcedureQuery (f, lcb, ucb, BlockQuery, RecordQuery, response);
IF response done THEN

GetNextRec (f, rec, reclen, response);
WHILE response * continue DO

... (* process record •)
GetNextRec (f, rec, reclen, response)

END

ELSE

END;

BlockQuery and RecordQuery are procedures which must be provided by the user and

are called by the grid file system during the query. The names of these procedures are

passed to the grid file system in the call of the query initialization procedure

ProcedureQuery. BlockQuery is used by the grid file system to determine whether a

block region, given by lower bounds lb and upper bounds ub, is contained in or

intersected by the user defined query region. The purpose of this is to approximate the

search region defined by the user by multidimensional boxes. RecordQuery is called to

determine whether a record, identified by its key values kvs, is contained in the user

defined query region. The user defined query region must be contained in the

rectangular region defined by lower bounds lcb and upper bounds ucb which are

passed to the grid file system in the call of the query initialization procedure

ProcedureQuery. The records to be searched for are transferred to the user program by
subsequent calls of the procedure GetNextRec.

In a user program a join query is treated as follows:

PROCEDURE CheckMasterBlock (VAR mlb. mub: ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

BEGIN

IF (* master block, given by mlb and mub, could contain records

of grid file mf which join records in grid file sf *) THEN

RETURN TRUE

ELSE

RETURN FALSE

END

END CheckMasterBlock;

PROCEDURE SlaveContalner (VAR mlb, mub, sib, sub: ARRAY OF BYTE);

(* mlb and mub are passed to this procedure; In sib and sub the

container which contains all records of sf which could join
records of mf lying 1n the master block given by mlb and mub

must be returned *)

BEGIN

END SlaveContalner;
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PROCEDURE BlockJoln (VAR mlb. mub. sib. sub: ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

BEGIN

IF (* master block, given by mlb and mub, and slave block,

given by sib and sub, could contain at least one

pair of records which fulfills the join condition *) THEN

RETURN TRUE

ELSE

RETURN FALSE

END

END BlockJoln;

PROCEDURE RecordJo1n(VAR mkvs. skvs: ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

BEGIN

IF (» the pair of records, given by key values

mkvs and skvs, fulfills the join condition *) THEN

RETURN TRUE

ELSE

RETURN FALSE

END

END RecordJoln;

Join (mf, sf, mlcb, mucb,

CheckMasterBlock, SlaveContalner,

BlockJoin, RecordJoln, response);
IF response done THEN

GetNextRecPair (mf, sf. mrec, srec, mreclen, sreclen, response);
WHILE response * continue DO

... (• process pair of records (mrec, srec) «)
GetNextRecPair (mf, sf, mrec. srec. mreclen. sreclen, response)

END

ELSE

END;

Variables starting with an 'm' correspond to the master grid file mf, variables starting
with an 's' correspond to the slave grid file sf (see 3.3.4). CheckMasterBlock,

SlaveContalner, BlockJoln and RecordJoln are procedures which have to be

provided by the user and are called by the grid file system automatically during the join

query. The names of these procedures are passed to the grid file system in the call of

the query initialization procedure Join. CheckMasterBlock is called by the grid file

system to determine whether a block region in the master grid file, given by lower

bounds ml b and upper bounds mub, could contain records of grid file mf which join
records in grid file sf. SI aveContal ner has to return in si b the lower bounds and in sub
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the upper bounds of a container which contains all records of sf which could join

records of mf lying in the master block given by lower bounds ml b and upper bounds

mub BlockJoln must determine whether a pair consisting of a master block and a slave

block could contain at least one pair of records which fulfills the join condition.

RecordJoln must determine whether a pair consisting of a master record and a slave

record fulfills the join condition. Only records lying in the block given by lower bounds

ml cb and upper bounds mucb of the master grid file mf are considered; these bounds

are passed to the grid file system in the call of the query initialization procedure Join

The record pairs to be searched for are transferred to the user program by subsequent
calls of the procedure GetNextRecPal r.

3.4.2 The host Interface facilitates portability

In order to facilitate the portability of the grid file system, we have defined a lower

interface towards the host (hardware and operating system). The module GFHost

separates the machine- and disk-dependent parts from the grid file system itself. In

order to be able to transfer the grid file system, the host machine must provide a block

structured secondary storage (e g. disk); each block of the secondary storage must be

directly accessible (see 1 2). GFHost has to provide procedures for:

- creating and initializing the disk storage
- opening and closing communication channels between the disk and the grid file

module

creating, deleting, reading and writing disk blocks.

managing empty disk blocks

- allocating and deallocating storage in main memory.
- type conversions

The complete Modula-2 interface of GFHost is descnbed in Appendix B

The grid file system can be transferred to other computers by adapting this lower

module Implementations of GFHost for the Modula-2 version of the grid file system exist

on the DEC VAX-11 under VMS, on the DEC PDP-11 under RT-11, on some personal

computers based on the Motorola 68000 processor and on the Lilith [Wir 81]; these

implementations are based on the file system provided by the underlying operating

systems A description of an implementation for the DEC VAX-11 can be found in 3.4.4.

The transfers of the grid file system to different machines in reasonable amounts of time

prove the portability of this software package An experienced programmer is able to

transfer the grid file system to his machine and to adapt GFHost in about three days.
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3.4.3 Internal structure of the grid file system

The grid file system consists of the following modules:

module description

GFHost contains the machine-dependent part of the grid file system (see 3.4.2).
GFBase contains the definition of the basic data structures and the basic

procedures which are called by the higher modules.

GFlQBase contains basic procedures which are needed in GFInsert and GFQuery.
GFQCBase contains basic procedures which are needed in GFQuery and GFCount.

GFTypes contains basic types visible to the application programmer.

GFManager contains the procedures for creating, deleting, opening and closing grid
files.

GFInsert contains the procedures for inserting records and splitting.

GFQuery contains the procedures for performing queries on a grid file and for

changing or deleting records.

GFCount contains the procedures for counting records.

GFJo 1 n contains the procedures for performing a join query.
GFUn l ock contains a procedure for unlocking a grid file.

Fig. 3.12 illustrates the dependencies between these modules,

interface towards the user

GFUnlock GFTypes GFManager GFInsert GFQuery GFCount GFJoin

interface towards the host

GFlQBase GFQCBase

GFBase

GFHost

Fig. 3.12: Module structure of the MODULA-2 grid file system.
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The grid file system considers each disk block an an'ay consisting of blocklength
bytes, bl ockl ength is a constant which depends on the underlying host and is therefore

defined in the module GFHost. Disk blocks containing structural information about a grid
file are called pages, disk blocks containing data records are called buckets. Each page

is assigned a unique identifier of type Pageld which consists of pageldl ength bytes,
each bucket is assigned a unique identifier of type Bucketld which consists of

bucketldlength bytes. Pages and buckets are referenced by their identifiers. The types

Pageld and Bucketld and the constants pageldlength and bucketldlength are

defined in the lower module GFHost. Among the pages assigned to a grid file there exists

a particular page, called the index page. Its identifier 1 ndexp 1 d is returned to the grid file

system after a call of the procedure OpenChannel. OpenChannel is exported from the

module GFHost and opens a communication channel to the disk storage of a grid file.

The index page contains the following general information about a grid file:

name

numbofkeys

recordlength

multiset

rootpid

key

description

contains the number of keys by which records are identified.

contains the length in bytes of records stored in the grid file. If

records have variable length then recordlength is zero.

is 0 if more than one record stored in the grid file may have the same

tuple of key values. If multiset is 1 then records are uniquely identified

by their key values.

is an array which contains the identifiers of those pages in which the

root scales and the root directory are stored on disk. The constant

rootpages exported from the module GFBase determines the number

of such pages.

is an array which contains for each of the k keys the type, the position

in the data records and the length in bytes.

In the pages with identifiers rootpid the root scales and root directory are stored. The

grid file system considers all these pages together an array named root, consisting of

maxrootlength bytes, maxrootlength is the maximum possible length in bytes of the

root scales and root directory. The root scales and root directory are stored in root as

follows:

name

scext

scale 1

scale k

directory

description

is an array which contains for each of the k root scales the number of

boundaries contained in it.

are the root scales. Each scale is an array. An entry of such an array

contains besides the value the level (see 3.2.1) of a boundary.

is an array which contains the root directory. This array is stored in a

row by row fashion. Each entry in this array consists of pageldl ength

bytes and contains an identifier of type Pageld of a directory page.
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All other pages assigned to a grid file are directory pages (see 3.2) each of which

contains its own local scales and the corresponding subdirectory. Directory pages have

the following format:

name description

scext is an array which contains for each of the k subscales corresponding
to this directory page the number of boundaries contained in it.

scale 1

are the subscales corresponding to this directory page. Each scale is

an array. An entry of such an array contains besides the value the

level (see 3.2.1) of a boundary.
scale k

directory is an array which contains the subdirectory corresponding to this

directory page. This array is stored in a row by row fashion. Each

entry in this array consists of bucketldl ength bytes and contains an

identifier of type Bucketld of a data bucket.

Data buckets have the following format:

name description

bucketlength contains the length in bytes of the data bucket.

rcount contains the number n of records stored in the data bucket.

ecount contains the number of equivalence classes [R] of records stored in

the data bucket (see description of the procedure CreateGF in

Appendix A),

record 1

are the records stored in the data bucket. If the records stored in a

grid file may have variable length then each record has a header

which contains the records length in bytes,
record n

Empty data buckets, i. e. data buckets which do not contain any record, are not

physically allocated on disk. Such buckets are identified by dummy identifiers provided

by the procedure CreateBucket in module GFHost.

During processing the status of the grid file system is described by two variables which

are defined in the module GFBase:

VAR currentgridfile: Gr1dF1lePointer;

opengrldflle: ARRAY[1 .. maxnumbofopengrldflies] OF Gr1dF1lePo1nter;

currentgridf 1 le is a pointer to the descriptor of the currently active grid file, i. e. all

operations are performed on this grid file, opengrldflle contains the pointers to the

descriptors of all currently opened grid files. If a user calls a procedure to operate on a

grid file referenced by f then currentgridfile is set to opengrldf1le[f]. The data

structure used to describe the status of a grid file during processing is given by the

following type declarations:
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TYPE Index - ARRAY[1 .. maxnumbofkeys] OF CARDINAL;

Arraylndex - (low, up);

Region = ARRAY Arraylndex OF Index;

KeyValues = ARRAY[0 .. maxnumbofkeys • maxkeylength - 1] OF BYTE;

Root = POINTER TO ARRAY[0 .. maxrootlength - 1] OF BYTE;

Gr1dF1lePo1nter = POINTER TO GMdFlleDesc;

QueryType = (exactmatch, range, procedure, readall,

masterjoln, slavejoin, selfjoln, noquery);

ExactMatchQueryDesc - RECORD

keyvalues: KeyValues

END;

RangeProcQueryDesc RECORD

lowerbounds. upperbounds: KeyValues;

rootreglon, subreglon: Region;

BlockQuery: BlockQueryProc;

RecordQuery: RecordQueryProc;

pageinqueryrange,

bucketlnqueryrange: BOOLEAN

END;

MasterJolnDesc » RECORD

slavegf: Gr1dF1lePo1nter;

1owermasterbounds,

uppermasterbounds: KeyValues;

rootreglon, subreglon: Region;
CheckMasterBlock: CheckMasterBlockProc;

SlaveContalner: SlaveContalnerProc;

BlockJoln: BlockJolnProc;

RecordJoln: RecordJolnProc

END;

SlaveJolnDesc = RECORD

mastergf: Gr1dF1lePo1nter;

lowerslavebounds, upperslavebounds: KeyValues;

rootreglon, subreglon: Region
END;
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Gr1dF1leDesc = RECORD

numbofkeys: CARDINAL;

key: ARRAY[1 .. maxnumbofkeys] OF KeyDesc;
multiset: BOOLEAN;

recordlength: CARDINAL;

writeImmediate: BOOLEAN;

root: Root;

rootpid: ARRAY[1 .. rootpages] OF Pageld;
rootmodlfled: BOOLEAN;

rootdlrlndex: Index;

page: Block;

p1d: Pageld;

pagemodifled: BOOLEAN;

subdiMndex: Index;

bucket: Block;

bid: Bucketld;

bucketmodlfled: BOOLEAN;

recordpolnter: CARDINAL;

channel: Channel;

CASE querytype: QueryType OF

exactmatch:

emquery: POINTER TO ExactMatchQueryDesc|
range, procedure:

rpquery: POINTER TO RangeProcQueryDesc|
masterjoln, selfjoln:

mjoln: POINTER TO MasterJo1nDesc|
slavejoln:

sjoln: POINTER TO SlaveJolnDesc

ELSE

END

END;

These type declarations are given in the module GFBase, the constants used in these

declarations are defined in the modules GFBase and GFHost. maxnumbofkeys is the

maximum number of keys by which records may be identified, maxkeylength is the

maximum length in bytes of key values. To simplify the presentation some field

identifiers have been omitted in the above record declarations.

The following table gives a description of the field identifiers in the record type
Gr1dF1leDesc:
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field identifier description

numbofkeys contains the number of keys by which records are identified.

key is an array which contains for each of the k keys the type, the

position in the data records and the length in bytes.

mul tlset is FALSE if more than one record stored in the grid file may

have the same tuple of key values. If multiset is TRUE then

records are uniquely identified by their key values.

recordlength contains the length in bytes of a record. If recordlength is

zero then records may have variable length.

writeimmedlate corresponds to the parameter write Immediate given in the

procedure OpenGF (see Appendix A).

root is a pointer to an array which contains the root scales and the

root directory. The format of the array has been described

above. The array is allocated dynamically, i. e. only as much

memory as needed to store the root scales and the root

directory is allocated; the maximum size of the array is

defined by the constant maxrootlength.

rootpid is an array which contains the identifiers of those pages in

which the root scales and the root directory are stored on

disk,

rootmod i f 1 ed is TRUE if roott has been changed but not yet been written on

disk, otherwise FALSE.

rootdlHndex contains the index of the entry in the root directory

corresponding to the directory page stored in page,

page contains the currently active directory page. Its format has

been described above,

p 1 d contains the identifier of the directory page stored in page.

pagemod 1 f 1 ed is TRUE if the directory page stored in page has been changed
but not yet been written on disk, otherwise FALSE,

subdlrlndex contains the index of the entry in the subdirectory in the

directory page stored in page corresponding to the data

bucket stored in bucket,

bucket contains the currently active data bucket. Its format has been

described above.

b 1 d contains the identifier of the data bucket stored in bucket.

bucketmod i f 1 ed is TRUE if the data bucket stored in bucket has been changed
but not yet been written on disk, otherwise FALSE.

recordpolnter points to a record in bucket.

channel contains the identifier of the communication channel to the

disk storage of this grid file. Channel is a hidden type

imported from GFHost and serves for referencing a

communication channel.
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querytype

emquery

rpquery

mjoln

sjoln

denotes the type of query which is currently performed.

is a pointer to a query descriptor of type

ExactMatchQueryDesc.

is a pointer to a query descriptor of type

RangeProcQueryDesc.

is a pointer to a query descriptor of type MasterJo1 nDesc.

is a pointer to a query descriptor of type SI aveJol nDesc.

Our implementation of the grid file only uses a simple buffering scheme. Besides the

root scales and the root directory only the most recently used directory page and data

bucket are kept in central memory.

Query descriptors are allocated only during a query.

The field identifier keyval ues in the record type ExactMatchQueryDesc denotes the key
values of the records to be searched for in an exact match query.

The field identifiers in the record type RangeProcQueryDesc have the following

meaning

field identifier

lower-bounds

upper-bounds

rootreglon

subreglon

BlockQuery

RecordQuery

page inqueryrange

bucketinqueryrange

description

contains the key values of the lower bounds of a range in

case of a range query and the lower bounds of a container in

case of a user defined region query.

contains the key values of the upper bounds of a range in

case of a range query and the upper bounds of a container in

case of a user defined region query.

describes the region in the root directory which has to be

processed during the query.

describes the region in the subdirectory of the current

directory page which has to be processed during the query.

is a procedure variable of type BlockQueryProc (see

Appendix A) which has to be provided by the user in case of a

user defined region query BlockQuery is transferred to the

grid file system as parameter of the procedure

ProcedureQuery (see 3 41)

is a procedure variable of type RecordQueryProc (see

Appendix A) which has to be provided by the user in case of a

user defined region query RecordQuery is transferred to the

grid file system as parameter of the procedure

ProcedureQuery (see 3 41)

is TRUE if the directory page stored in page is completely
contained in the range or query region, otherwise FALSE.

is TRUE if the data bucket stored in bucket is completely
contained in the range or query region, otherwise FALSE.



The descriptors of a range query and a user defined region query have been combined

since these two types of queries are treated in the same way.

The field identifiers in the record types MasterJo1 nDesc and SlaveJolnDesc have a

similar meaning as those in the record type RangeProcQueryDesc.

The following constants control the merging of directory pages and data buckets

name description

pagemergebound is defined in the module GFlQBase. A directory page is called

for merging if the size of the subscales and subdirectory
stored in it gets smaller than pagemergebound bytes.

bucketmergebound is defined in the module GFlQBase. A data bucket is called for

merging if its occupancy gets smaller than

bucketmergebound bytes.

pagemergethreshold is defined in the procedure MergePages in the module

GFlQBase. Two pages are only merged if the size of the

subscales and subdirectory of the new directory page is

smaller than pagemergethreshold bytes.

bucketmergethreshold is defined in the procedure MergeBuckets in the module

GFlQBase. Two buckets are only merged if their joint

occupancy is smaller than bucketmergethreshold bytes.

The meaning of all other constants used in the grid file system can be inferred from their

environment

3.4.4 Implementation of the host interface

In this section we describe our version of GFHost on the DEC VAX-11 computer series

as an example for the implementation of the host interface.

On the DEC VAX 11 the implementation part of the module GFHost is based on the

modules V1rtualMemoryAllocat1onProcedures, RMS and RMSFIles Which are

provided by the MODULA-2 environment under the VMS operating system [KMP 82].

VirtualMemoryAllocatlonProcedures contains the procedures for allocation and

deallocation of dynamic storage in mam memory; these procedures are called by the

procedures ALLOCATE and DEALLOCATE of GFHost.

The modules RMS and RMSFIles represent the MODULA-2 interface of the VAX-11

Record Management Services (RMS) A grid file is mapped onto two RMS files, a

directory file and a data tile The directory file contains all pages, the data file contains

all buckets assigned to a grid file Furthermore the directory file contains some general
information about the allocation of disk blocks in both files. This information is needed in

the module GFHost The files are organized sequentially with fixed block length

(512 byte), but each block of the files may be accessed randomly. The blocks in the files

are numbered starting from zero The status of a communication channel to the disk

storage of a grid file is described by a variable of type Channel.
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TYPE BUSet - SET OF [0 ..
ellnbltset - 1];

GFAllocDesc - RECORD

pgtab: ARRAY[0 .. pgtablen - 1] OF BltSet;

bktab: ARRAY[0 ..
bktablen - 1] OF BUSet;

dbktab: ARRAY[0 ..
dbktablen - 1] OF BUSet

END:

ChannelDesc » RECORD

dlrflle. dataflle: FILE;

dtrstream, datastream: STREAM;

writeImmediate: BOOLEAN;

gfalloc: GFAllocDesc;

nbknumb: CARDINAL

END;

Channel * POINTER TO ChannelDesc;

The constants used in the above type declarations are defined in the implementation

part of the module GFHost

dirflle and dataflle are the identifications of the directory file and data file,

dirstream and datastream are used for communication with these files. If

write 1 mmedi ate is TRUE then changes of the record GFAl 1 ocDesc are updated on disk

immediately, if write Immediate is FALSE then these updates are delayed until the

channel is closed writelmmedlate is passed to GFHost as parameter in the procedure

OpenChannel The field nbknumb in ChannelDesc is used during processing

GFAllocDesc contains the allocation bit vectors for the pages, buckets and virtual

buckets assigned to a grid file Since Modula-2 allows only sets up to a certain size

(given by the constant el 1nb1tset) the allocation bit vectors cannot be declared as

single sets

pgtab is the allocation bit vector for the pages assigned to a grid file, it is stored in the

directory file starting in disk block pgtabld (constant defined in GFHost) If a bit in this

vector is set then the page with the corresponding pid is not available At least one page

is always allocated for a grid file, this page is called index page and has identifier

1 ndexp 1 d The contents of the index page have been described in 3 4 3 The first bit in

pgtab corresponds to the page with identifier 1 ndexp 1d + 1, therefore the last bit in the

allocation vector is not needed This bit has position lockbUpos (constant defined in

GFHost) and is used to lock and unlock the disk storage of a grid file, i e the bit is set if

the communication channel to a grid file is opened, and reset if the communication

channel is closed If the communication channel is not closed normally, i e by a call to

procedure Cl oseChannel, then the grid file stored on disk may be inconsistent, and the

channel is therefore not opened The user may unlock the grid file by the procedure

Unlock in the module GFUnlock (see Appendix A) The bit in position 1 of pgtab

corresponds to the page with identifier Indexpld + 1 + 1 A page is created by looking

for the first free page in pgtab The bit corresponding to this page is set and the page

identifier returned to the grid file system In an analogous way a page is deleted by
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resetting its corresponding bit in pgtab. The page with identifier pld is stored in block

startpld + p1d of the directory file.

bktab is the allocation bit vector for the buckets assigned to a grid file; it is stored in the

directory file starting in disk block bktabld. If a bit in this vector is set then the bucket

with the corresponding b1 d is not available. The first bit corresponds to the bucket with

identifier zero. The bit in position 1 of bktab corresponds to the bucket with identifier 1.

Buckets are created and deleted in the same way as pages. The bucket with identifier

b 1 d is stored in block b 1 d of the data file.

dbktab is the allocation bit vector for the virtual (not really existing) buckets assigned to

a grid file; it is stored in the directory file starting in disk block dbktabld. If a bit in this

vector is set then the virtual bucket with the corresponding bid is not available. The first

bit corresponds to the virtual bucket with identifier maxdbks. The bit in position 1 of

dbktab corresponds to the virtual bucket with identifier maxdbks - 1. Virtual buckets are

created and deleted in the same way as pages or buckets.

Fig. 3.13 illustrates the structure of the directory file and the data file,

directory file

page allocation

bit vector

bucket allocation

bit vector

virtual bucket

allocation

bit vector

pages

data file

buckets

indexpage

Fig. 3.13: Structure of the directory file and the data file assigned to a grid file.
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3.4.5 Statistics about the programs

The complete grid file system consists of approximately 2'800 statements (or 5'800

lines). The module GFHost which has to be adapted when transferring the grid file

system to other machines consists of about 330 statements on the machines on which

we have implemented it. In order to count the statements we used the program

"Implementation" running under the XS-2 interactive system [Ste 84]. Because this

program can parse implementation modules written in Modula-2, we obtained two other

interesting statistics. In the statistic of Fig. 3.14 the statements are classified according
to their types. The statistic of Fig. 3.15 gives a measure for the complexity of the

software package. It counts the procedures which have a certain number of statements.

statement type

Others |
Call

Assignment

With

For

Wills

Repeat

Loop

Case

i
If

i statements In 10

Fig. 3.14: Distribution of statements in the grid file system.

t procedures

JjL-i
/ statements

Fig. 3.15: Procedure complexity in the grid file system.

The linked object code of the grid file system needs, besides the user program, on the

Lilith about 39 kbytes and on the DEC VAX-11 about 85 kbytes of memory.
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4 Applications of the grid file system: our case studies

4.1 Demonstration programs

The demonstration programs Points and SpatlalObjects are embedded in the

integrated interactive operating systems XS-1 [Ber 82] and XS-2 [Ste 84] on the Lilith

personal computer [Wir 81]. They have also been implemented on the Smaky 8 and

Smaky 100, two personal computers based on the Motorola 68000 processor. The

programs provide a graphical interface to the grid file system which allows the user to

handle geometric data stored in grid files.

4.1.1 The demonstration program Points

Points is a graphical interface which provides access to a 2-dimensional grid file. It

allows the user to insert points drawn from 2-dimensional space into the grid file and to

delete points stored in the grid file. The regions of directory pages and data buckets as

well as the points stored in the grid file are made visible to the user. He can observe how

directory pages and data buckets are split or merged. In Fig. 4.1 rectangles bounded by
bold lines represent directory pages, whereas the other rectangles represent data

buckets.

Fig. 4.1: Screen output of Po1 nts.

Points allows to retrieve all points stored in the grid file which lie inside or outside of

any given polygon. It is optional to specify that the points retrieved have to be deleted

from the grid file. The queries are performed by a user defined region query (see 3.3.3

and 3.4.1) on the grid file. Fig. 4.2 shows the result of the query: find all points lying
inside a polygon; those directory pages and data buckets which intersect the polygon
are accessed from disk during the query and therefore displayed.
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Fig. 4.2: Result of the query: find all points lying inside a polygon.

The following procedures PolygonBlockQuery and PolygonRecordQuery correspond

to the procedures BI ockQuery and RecordQuery in the example of 3.4.1 and are passed

to the grid file system in the call of the query initialization procedure ProcedureQuery.

PolygonBlockQuery and PolygonRecordQuery serve for both types of queries: inside

and outside.

PROCEDURE PolygonBlockQuery (VAR 1, u: ARRAY OF BYTE):
BEGIN

IF ( block 1s contained 1n polygon •) THEN

IF (* query type = Inside •) THEN

RETURN contained

ELSE (* query type - outside »)
RETURN notlntersected

END

ELSIF (» block Intersects polygon •) THEN

RETURN Intersected

ELSE (* block does not Intersect polygon *)
IF (* query type * Inside *) THEN

RETURN notlntersected

ELSE (* query type - outside •)
RETURN contained

END

END

END PolygonBlockQuery;

IntersectlonType;
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Inside *)) OR

outside *)) THEN

PROCEDURE PolygonRecordQuery (VAR kvs: ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

BEGIN

IF ((* point Inside polygon *) AND (• query type

((* point outside polygon •) AND (• query type

RETURN TRUE

ELSE

RETURN FALSE

END

END PolygonRecordQuery;

4.1.2 The demonstration program SpatlalObjects

SpatialObjects is based on the ideas presented in chapter 2. It operates on three

types of spatial objects in 2-dimensional space: aligned rectangles, circles and

segments. These objects, each of which is defined by afixed number of parameters, are

stored in different grid files, one for each type of object. The aligned rectangles are

stored in a 4-dimensional grid file, the circles in a 3-dimensional grid file and the

segments in another 4-dimensional grid file. SpatlalObjects allows the user to insert

objects into their corresponding grid file and to delete objects stored in the grid files.

Furthermore the program allows the user to perform the following queries on the stored

data:

find all

objects

rectangles
circles

segments

related to

lying inside

intersecting

lying outside

object

[rectangle
j circle
Isegment (not with "lying inside")

Fig. 4.3 shows the result of the query: find all rectangles, circles and segments lying
inside a rectangle. The objects are found by performing a user defined region query on

each of the three grid files as described in chapter 2.

;''FF)

iBBasa^ AHari

HUH nunjn

n*nn
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Fig. 4.3: Result of the query: find all objects lying inside a rectangle.
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The query "lying outside" is the complement of the intersection query; therefore these

two queries are combined in the query procedures which are transferred to the grid file

system. In order to perform all these queries on the three grid files 15 pairs of

procedures, one of type BlockQueryProc and one of type RecordQueryProc, are

provided by SpatlalObjects. When initializing a query such a pair of procedures is

transferred to the grid file system (see 3.4.1).

Furthermore SpatlalObjects allows to perform geometric join queries on the

underlying grid files For instance all intersecting pairs of rectangles can be found by
such a geometric join query, in this case the query is performed by joining the grid file

containing rectangles with itself

Fig 4 4 Result of the query: find all intersecting pairs of rectangles.

4 2 Preprocessing plotter files

In a CAD system for mechanical engineering plotter files are preprocessed with the aid

of the grid file system in order to improve the quality of the drawings and to reduce the

pen plotting time

The plotter files produced by the CAD system contain line segments and arcs which

have to be drawn Because of numerical inaccuracies there exist line segments or arcs

which differ from each other by only a small fraction, i. e they nearly overlap. In the

drawing they should appear as one line segment or one arc. However, without any

additional effort they appear as a bold line or a bold arc since two line segments or two

arcs which are close to each other are plotted In order to eliminate these inaccuracies

the line segments are stored in a 4-dimensional grid file, the arcs in a 5-dimensional grid

file By queries on these grid files which are similar to the queries presented in chapter 2

overlapping line segments and overlapping arcs are eliminated.

The second problem solved with the grid file system is to reduce the total distance along
which the raised pen has to be moved by finding an optimal schedule for drawing the

line segments and arcs The task of finding an optimal solution to this problem is

equivalent to the traveling salesman problem and therefore NP-complete The end

points of the line segments and the arcs are stored m a 2-dimensional grid file. A
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reduction of the total pen plotting time is achieved by nearest neighbor queries on this

grid file. A similar method using quad trees is presented in [And 83].

4.3 Creating layout masks for integrated circuits

Every mask generated by a CAD system for chip design is described by a set of aligned

rectangles, i. e. rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. For the fabrication

of such a mask, the mask itself must be represented by the connected components of

the set of rectangles; these connected components are rectilinear polygons, i. e.

polygons with sides parallel to the coordinate axes (Manhattan geometry). The

rectangles are stored in a 4-dimensional grid file by taking the coordinates of their

centre points and the half length of their sides as keys. The connected components are

computed by intersection queries (see chapter 2) on the grid file. Fig 4.5 shows the

connected components of a mask which have been computed with the help of the grid
file system.

d3 IMP

Fig. 4.5: Connected components of a layout mask.

This application runs on a DEC LSI-11/23 computer with a 40 MByte Winchester disk

under the RT-11 operating system. The following performance measurements of the

grid file system in this application have been made for the mask shown in Fig. 4.5.
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length of each directory page (bytes) 512

length of each data bucket (bytes) 512

length of each record (bytes) 8

number of rectangles per data bucket 63

number of inserted rectangles 1 '439

number of entries in the root directory 2*2*2*1 =8

number of directory pages 6

number of data buckets 45

number of empty (virtual) data buckets 13

average bucket occupancy 50.8 %

elapsed time per record insertion (milliseconds) 113

elapsed time per rectangle intersection query (milliseconds) 2'113

disk read operations performed by the grid file system

for insertion of records and queries 12784

disk write operations performed by the grid file system
for insertion of records 443

average number of rectangles found per query 3.5

Empty data buckets are not physically allocated on disk; they do not count in the

computation of the average bucket occupancy. The elapsed time includes disk access

time

There are two reasons for the low average bucket occupancy of 50.8 %. The

performance measurements in [NHS 84] show that a certain number of records have to

be inserted until the average bucket occupancy of a continously growing grid file

reaches a steady state Since the number of inserted rectangles is too low the grid file in

this application has not yet reached this steady state Furthermore the data points

representing rectangles are not uniformly distributed in the 4-dimensional data space.

Fig 4 5 shows that the rectangles are locally clustered, and that there are only few

classes of rectangles with different sizes.

The intersection queries are performed by a user defined region query for each

rectangle A better approach would be to compute all intersecting pairs of rectangles by
a geometric join query in order to compute the connected components. However, the

join query for a grid file was not yet implemented when this application was written. For

further reading about this application we refer to [Bos 84].

4.4 Processing geographical data

The Swiss Federal Office for Statistics made available to us a file which contains raster

information about Switzerland Each record in this file represents a square of 100

meters by 100 meters (1 hectare) Although the whole area of Switzerland covers about

4'000'000 hectares, only about lOO'OOO hectares are registered. Besides the

coordinates of the corresponding hectare there are other attributes stored in each

record, for instance the identification number of the municipality the hectare belongs to
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or the type of ground cover of the hectare; since these attributes are not used as keys
for performing queries they are neglected. The records have been inserted into a

2-dimensional grid file using as keys the two coordinates of the corresponding hectare.

These coordinates lie in the ranges 740..3020 and 4800..8400. Typically, these

records are accessed by range queries to find all the hectares that belong to a certain

area in order to obtain some information about this area.

The following table shows some statistics about the grid file system as used in this

application and, for comparison, the statistics of a similar grid file containing the same

number of randomly generated and uniformly distributed records; the measurements

have been performed on a DEC VAX-11 /780 under VMS.

length of each directory page (bytes)

length of each data bucket (bytes)

length of each record (bytes)

number of records per data bucket

number of inserted records

number of entries in the root directory

number of directory pages

number of root directory entries

per directory page

number of subdirectory entries

number of entries

m single level grid directory

number of data buckets

number of empty (virtual) data buckets

number of subdirectory entries

per data bucket 2.93 1.97

number of data buckets

per root directory entry

number of data buckets per directory page

average bucket occupancy

CPU time needed to build up the

grid file (seconds)

CPU time needed per record (milliseconds)

disk read operations performed

by the grid file system

number of disk read operations per record

disk write operations performed

by the grid file system

number of disk write operations per record

geographical data random data

512 512

512 512

20 20

25 25

102'588 102'588

37*34= 1'258 12.12 = 14-

210 74

5.99 1.95

21'330 11795

502*455 128*128

= 228'410 = 16'384

6795 5'997

478 0

5.78 41.64

34.63 81.04

60.4% 68.4%

4'285 2737

41.8 26.7

30'030 198'285

0.29 1.93

31'880 114711

0.31 1.12
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Empty data buckets are not physically allocated on disk; they do not count in the

computation of the average bucket occupancy. The CPU time does not include disk

access time. However, it includes much consistency checking since the grid file system
is a ready to use file system.

The geographical data contains many local clusters; only some of the hectares from the

country-side or the Alps are registered, in contrast to residential areas where most

hectares are registered. In contrast to the random data the non-uniform distribution of

the geographical data results in a lower average bucket occupancy and a large number

of empty (virtual) data buckets. The average bucket load factor of 0.684 for the random

data is close to the theoretically predicted load factor of In 2 ~ 0.693. This theoretical

load factor has been derived for extendible hashing in [Men 82] and applies also to the

grid file.

In the case of the geographical data the 2-level structure of the directory avoids the

unneccessanly large number of entries in the single level grid directory which results

from clustering of data. The lower number of disk read and write operations for the

geographical data are due to the fact that the records were sorted lexicographically with

respect to their key values. The higher CPU time for the geographical data is a result of

the greater number of splits required by the non-uniform distribution of the data.

We have performed range queries on these grid files. The following table shows the

statistics for these range queries; for each of the given range sizes, the results are

averaged over 100 randomly generated queries. The ranges chosen are congruent to

the data space, the range size is given as a percentage of the size of the entire data

space.

range queries on geographical data:

range size 1% 0.25% 0.0625% 0.00694%

records found 733.63 237.6 66.68 9.87

directory page read operations 4.52 2.23 1.39 1.11

data bucket read operations 53.32 18.02 5.78 1.65

CPU time needed (milliseconds)

to perform a query 1'376 548 234 115

The same range queries have been performed on the grid file which contained the same

number of randomly generated and uniformly distributed records.

range queries on random data:

range size 1% 0.25% 0.0625% 0.00694%

records found 1026.27 260.54 66.09 8.37

directory page read operations 3.49 1.99 1.43 1.13

data bucket read operations 75.74 23.73 8.32 2.78

CPU time needed (milliseconds)

to perform a query reoi 595 259 108
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These range queries also show the non-uniform distribution of the geographical data.

The numbers for the data bucket read operations do not include the accesses to empty

(virtual) data buckets.

4.5 Analyzing photographic satellite data

A photograph obtained by a satellite consists of 512«512 pixels. Each pixel is assigned

four color values in the range from 0 to 255. Although there exist 262'144 pixels the

photograph we examined contains only 28'018 different tuples of colour values. The

different tuples of colour values appearing in such a photograph are stored in a

4-dimensional grid file, taking as keys the colour values; the coordinates of the pixels

are neglected Beside the colour values each record in this grid file contains some

additional information which is needed for the classification process. By range queries

on this grid file each tuple is classified into water, forest, fields, residential and

metropolitan areas etc; these range queries depend on a sample file which contains

tuples of colour values which already have been classified. After this classification

process each pixel of the photograph is assigned the class of its corresponding tuple of

colour values

The following table shows some statistics about the grid file system as used in this

application and, for comparison, the statistics of a similar grid file containing the same

number of randomly generated and uniformly distributed records; the measurements

have been performed on a DEC VAX-11 /780 under VMS.

length of each directory page (bytes)

length of each data bucket (bytes)

length of each record (bytes)

number of records per data bucket

number of inserted records

number of entries in the root directory

number of directory pages

number of root directory entries

per directory page

number of subdirectory entries

number of entries

in single level grid directory

number of data buckets

number of empty (virtual) data buckets

number of subdirectory entries

per data bucket

number of data buckets

per root directory entry

image data random data

512 512

512 512

12 12

42 42

28'018 28'018

6*7*8*9- 3'024 2*2*2*2 = 16

99 10

30 55 1.6

7'979 1'632

15 * 19 27 « 32 8*8*8*6

= 246'240 = 3'072

1'157 999

112 0

6.29 1.63

0 42 62.44
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12.82 99.9

57.6% 66.7%

rooe 563

35.9 20.1

25'544 46'852

0.91 1.67

19'476 29'654

0.70 1.06

number of data buckets per directory page

average bucket occupancy

CPU time needed to build up the

grid file (seconds)

CPU time needed per record (milliseconds)

disk read operations performed

by the grid file system

number of disk read operations per record

disk write operations performed

by the grid file system

number of disk write operations per record

The distribution of the image data in this application can be considered close to the

worst case. The range given by the intervals [20, 51], [20, 51], [32, 95] and [0, 127]
covers about 0.195 % of the data space. However, this range contains 21791 of the

28'018 records, i. e. 77.6 % of the data points are clustered in 0.195 % of the data space.

The non-uniform distribution of the image data results in a lower average bucket

occupancy and a large number of empty (virtual) data buckets.

The large number of entries in the single level grid directory demonstrates again the

advantage of using a 2-level grid directory, which can adapt much better to non-uniform

data distributions. The lower number of disk read and write operations for the image
data are due to the fact that the records to be inserted were sorted lexicographically
with respect to their key values. The higher CPU time is a result of the greater number of

splits required by the non-uniform distribution of the data.

We have performed range queries on these grid files. The following table shows the

statistics for these range queries; for each of the given range sizes, the results were

averaged over 100 randomly generated queries. The ranges chosen are congruent to

the data space, the range size is given as a percentage of the size of the entire data

space.

range queries on image data:

range size 0.9537% 0.3906% 0.0596% 0.007725%

records found 16.57 4.88 0.17 0.04

directory page read operations 2.81 2.09 1.36 1.03

data bucket read operations 4.5 2.22 1.32 0.99

CPU time needed (milliseconds)
to perform a query 1'395 830 356 175

The same range queries have been performed on the grid file which contained the same

number of randomly generated and uniformly distributed records.
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range queries on random data:

range size 0.9537% 0.3906% 0.0596% 0.007725%

records found 269.41 112.56 17.8 3.02

directory page read operations 329 2.52 1.66 1.23

data bucket read operations 53.7 33.72 10.49 4.7

CPU time needed (milliseconds)
to perform a query 2791 1'678 499 220

These range queries also show the non-uniform distnbution of the image data. The

numbers for the data bucket read operations do not include the accesses to empty
(virtual) data buckets.

4.6 A Prolog front end to the grid file system

A grid file can be considered as a relation in a relational data base. Therefore the gnd
file is a physical storage structure which is particularly well suited for the

implementation of relational data bases. In order to allow a user-friendly, interactive

communication with grid files a query language is required. Query languages for

relational data bases fit into two broad classes. Algebraic languages express queries by

applying specialized operators to relations, predicate calculus languages describe a

desired set of tuples by specifying a predicate the tuples must satisfy.

The logic programming language Prolog [CM 81] is based on first order predicate

calculus The natural correspondence between Prolog facts on one side and relations or

grid files on the other side makes Prolog well suited for querying data bases. In contrast

to most existing query languages Prolog allows to retrieve answers that require

deductive reasoning with the facts stored in a data base. Therefore we have chosen

Prolog as query language for the grid file system. In this section we present the

application of Prolog as user interface for performing operations on grid files.

We extended the syntax and the semantics of Prolog in a way which allows us to

formulate point and range queries on a grid file and to execute the usual data base

operations (create, insert, delete etc.). Prolog as front end to the grid file can be

regarded as query language which, in addition to the simple retrieval of data, can make

advanced use of these data by treating retrieved data records as Prolog facts and

manipulating them in standard Prolog programs.

The implementation language of the Prolog front end is Modula-2 [Wir 82], the software

was developed on the personal workstation Lilith [Wir 81] The system consists of an

interpreter for the extended Prolog language, and includes an interface to the Modula-2

grid file system A simple interface connecting Prolog predicates and Modula-2

procedures is used to generate graphical output on the bitmap display of the Lilith.

Sections 4 61 and 4 62 show how the data stored in grid files is made available to

Prolog and how the syntax of Prolog had to be extended to meet the requirements of the

grid file Section 4 6 3 describes the Prolog predicates affecting the gnd file. For further

reading on the design of the Prolog front end and its implementation refer to [Mul 84].
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Another way of combining Prolog and the grid file would be to use the grid file as the

data base for Prolog facts and rules. This approach has been chosen for the KOFIS

knowledge based office information system project [App 85]. KOFIS will use our grid file

system software package and adapt the Prolog front end to storing Prolog facts in grid
files.

4.6.1 Representation of grid file data in Prolog

First a Prolog equivalent for every object that can be stored in a grid file must be found.

These objects are: numbers of three different types (Modula-2 types CARDINAL, INTEGER

and REAL), strings and unformatted data (both represented in the grid file as arrays of

bytes).

In our Prolog implementation we just talk of numeric constants, without specifying a

type. Prolog chooses the internal representation that is best suited for a given number.

The parser accepts positive or negative numbers with optional decimal point and

optional positive or negative exponent. The concept of ignoring the internal

representation of a number is quite useful for the data transfer between Prolog and the

grid file: Whatever the number type of the grid file key may be, Prolog tries automatically
to convert its number to the Modula-2 format required by the grid file.

It is not difficult to find a Prolog representation for a sequence of bytes. Since byte

arrays may have variable size we need a dynamic Prolog structure to represent them.

The only dynamic construct in Prolog is the list; thus an array of bytes is represented as

a list of numbers in the range 0
..
255. Grid file keys of type string have a fixed length

which is specified when the grid file is created.

All the keys in a grid file can now be represented by Prolog objects. A Prolog construct

which allows to specify a grid file record (combination of key values) is still needed. The

Prolog structure (functor followed by an argument list) is well suited for this purpose. In

the Modula-2 grid file system a grid file is referenced via a unique name. Using this

name as functor and the key values as arguments, a grid file record can be represented

in the same way as a Prolog fact. The grid file can then be queried as easily as the

internal Prolog data base. The predicates required to do this are discussed in 4.6.3.

4.6.2 Accessing grid files from Prolog

The following example illustrates the use of the new built-in predicates related to grid
files. Our sample grid file contains circles given by their center coordinates and radius. It

is specified as follows:

Number of keys: 3

First key (X-coord of center): INTEGER in the range -100.. 100

Second key (Y-coord of center): INTEGER in the range -100.. +100

Third key (radius): REAL in the range 1.. 30

Multiset: TRUE (circles are not unique)

Record length: variable

(the unformatted part of a record contains the name of the circle)

As facts in the Prolog data base, these circles could be written:
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drcle(0, 0. 2.5, 'small circle').

drcle(-l, 20. 15.71. 'large circle').

Suppose a very large collection of circles is stored according to the specification given

above in a grid file called circles. To make this grid file available to Prolog it must be

opened

?- openGF(drcles).

Prolog answers with yes if the grid file was successfully opened.

The records (circles) are given by three keys. Following Prolog structure identifies the

circle called'small circle' drcles(0. 0, 2.6). Note that the name of a circle is

not a key in the grid file and thus cannot be used to identify a grid file record. The access

to a grid file record is done with the built-in predicate readGF with one argument. The

argument is the structure which represents a record or a set of records in Prolog
notation The following Prolog session illustrates the use of this predicate:

?- readGF(drcles(0. 0. 2.5)).

yes

?- readGF(c1rcles(0, 0. Radius)).
Radius = 2.5

?- readGF(drcles(Cx, Cy, R)).
Cx = 0. Cy = 0, R - 2.5 ;

Cx = -1, Cy - 20, R 15.71

?- readGF(drcles(l. 1. R)).
no

In order to retrieve the unformatted part of a grid file record (in our example the name of

the circle) we have to add an extra argument to the readGF predicate. This extra

argument will be unified with the list of bytes (numbers in the range 0. 255) constructed

out of the unformatted part of the record. However, this argument must obey following

rule if it is not a variable (and thus a list of bytes) the first argument of readGF must be

free of variables, i e the key values must be completely specified. This is due to the fact

that the unformatted part can not be used to retrieve a record from the grid file. In the

following examples we make use of the special Prolog syntax which allows us to wnte a

list of bytes as a string in double quotes (e.g. "Prolog" is equal to the list [80,114,111,
108,111,103]) For details about the name predicate see [CM 81].

?- readGF(circles(0, 0, 2.5). "small circle").

yes

?- readGF(drcles(-l, 20, R), L), name(Name. L).
R = 15 71

L = [115, 109, 97, 108, 108, 32, 99. 105. 114. 99. 108. 101]
Name = 'large circle'

Until now we considered two types of queries exact match queries (all keys specified)

and partial match queries (not all keys specified) which are both performed by a range

query on the grid file The following example shows how a range query is formulated in

Prolog We want to retrieve all circles with radius between 10 and 15. We could use the

built in comparison predicates and write
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?- readGF(drcles(Cx. Cy, R)). R >= 10. R -< 15.

This query retrieves all the circles in the specified range, but only after reading every

record in the grid file and then testing the condition for the radius. This is a highly
inefficient range query which does not use the capabilities of the grid file for processing

range queries. In order to initialize a range query on the grid file we must indicate the

range inside the readGF predicate. To do this we introduce another Prolog structure

range with three arguments. The first argument must be an uninstantiated variable

which will be unified with the retrieved key value. The second and the third argument

must stand for the respective lower and upper bounds specifying the desired range. The

above range query would be formulated as follows:

?- readGF(drcles(Cx, Cy, range(R. 10. 15))).

Via backtracking, Prolog retrieves all the circles in the specified range, but this time it

takes advantage of the grid file's efficient handling of range queries. Of course the

range structure can appear in more than one argument. If we want to specify only an

upper (resp. lower) bound, we can write the constant nil (equal to the empty list [])
instead of a lower (resp. upper) bound. Prolog replaces the nil constant by the lower

(resp. upper) bound specified when the grid file was created. For instance

?- readGF(c1rcles(range(Cx, 20, []),range(Cy, [], -50). R)).

is equivalent to the query

?- readGF(circles(range(Cx, 20, 100), range(Cy, -100, -50), R)).

Grid file records can be deleted with the predicate readanddeleteGF. As with readGF

this predicate may also be called with one or two arguments. Again the first argument is

used to specify the subset of records to be deleted. However, if there is a second

argument (which stands for the unformatted part of the grid file record), it must be an

uninstantiated variable. This allows us to use the unformatted data after the record has

been deleted. A call to readanddel eteGF initializes a query on a grid file and returns the

variable bindings exactly as readGF does, but after each success of the goal, the last

record read will be deleted.

New records can be inserted with the predicate insertGF. Again the first argument

must stand for a structure specifying the grid file name and a value for each of the keys

(variables and range structures are not allowed). The second argument is optional and

may contain a list of bytes (unformatted data). If no second argument is given, the

unformatted data will be of length 0 if the grid file was created with variable record

length. If the record length is fixed and greater than the total key length and there is no

second argument, then the unformatted part of the record will contain undefined data.

insertGF as a goal succeeds only once.

A summary of all the built-in grid file predicates can be found in 4.6.3.

Here is a short example of how Prolog rules can be used to execute queries on grid files

in the same way as the internal Prolog data base can be queried. Suppose we have a list

of facts in the internal data base representing circles (as described at the beginning of

this chapter). We can extend this list of facts with a Prolog rule giving access to our grid
file circles in a way that other predicates calling the circle predicate do not realize

where the data comes from (grid file or internal facts):
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cfrcle(0, 0, 2.5. 'small circle').

circle(-l, 20. 15.71. 'large circle').

drcle(Cx, Cy, R. Name) :- readGF(c1rcles(Cx, Cy, R). L), name(Name, L).

Remember that the name of a circle is not a key in the grid file and thus may not be used

to retrieve the remaining parameters of a circle.

4.6.3 Prolog predicates affecting the grid file

Grid file operations are included as built-in predicates with side-effects, similar to the

standard Prolog input/output predicates. Some arguments in such an extralogical

predicate play the role of procedure parameters which pass information to the

interpreter, or more precisely to Modula-2 procedures inside the interpreter, such an

argument does not involve the pattern matcher (unification), it represents an

information channel between Prolog and the implementation language Modula-2.

openGF(X):

X must stand for an atom designating a grid file available on the Lilith disk. If the goal

succeeds, the specified grid file is available for subsequent grid file operations.

closeGF(X):

X must stand for an atom designating an open grid file. The satisfaction of this goal

closes the specified grid file. Note that all open grid files will be closed automatically
when Prolog is left.

InqulreGF(X):

X must stand for an atom designating an open grid file. The satisfaction of this goal

prints the parameters of the specified grid file in the main dialog window: name, number

of keys, record length, multiset (enabled, disabled), for each key the byte address of the

first byte, the length in bytes, the type (cardinal, real, integer, string) and the upper and

lower bounds.

readGF(Struct):

This predicate allows the access to grid file records. Struct stands for a Prolog

structure which must obey the following rules: the functor specifies the name of the gnd

file from which the records are to be taken; the arity (number of arguments) must be

equal to the number of keys in the grid file; the arguments of Struct correspond to the

keys m the grid file There are three ways to specify such a key:

- The argument is an uninstantiated Prolog variable:

Such an argument will be unified with the corresponding key value in the grid file

record, whatever the type of the key is.

- The argument is a constant (number or list of bytes):
First, Prolog checks whether the type of the constant is compatible with the type of

the corresponding key, and whether the constant lies inside the declared range. In

this case, only records which have the specified constant as key value will be

retrieved
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- The argument is a structure of the form: range(X, L, U)
X must be an uninstantiated variable. L and U must be constants compatible with the

type of the corresponding key. In this case, only those records will be retrieved that

contain key values between L (lower bound) and U (upper bound). X will be unified

with the retrieved key value. The constant nil may be substituted for L (resp. U) to

indicate that the lower (resp. upper) bound (declared when the grid file was created)
should define the range.

The first time readGF is called, Prolog starts a range query on the grid file and returns

the first matching record; readGF as a goal succeeds. Upon backtracking (when the

prover tries to 'redo' the goal) the next record will be searched. The goal succeeds as

many times as matching records can be found.

readGF(Struct. Bytes):

The predicate readGF with two arguments is used to retrieve the unformatted part of a

grid file record. The rules for Struct are the same as above. When all the keys are

specified (only constants as arguments of Struct) the unformatted part of the first

retrieved record will be converted into a Prolog list of bytes and unified with whatever

Bytes stands for. In a range query (at least one key is not specified), Bytes must be an

uninstantiated variable (see section 4.6.2 for examples).

readanddeleteGF(Struct). readandde1eteGF(Struct, Bytes):

The rules for Struct are the same as in the readGF predicates. However, Bytes must

always stand for an uninstantiated variable. The retrieval of records works exactly as in

the readGF predicates, but every record will be deleted after it has been retrieved. In

order to avoid inconsistencies, the grid file is locked for other operations when deletions

are active. On the other hand it is not possible to delete records when previous queries

are still active and therefore might be continued upon backtracking. These restrictions

are valid only for one Prolog query (one single proof of a conjuction of goals).

InsertGF(Struct), 1nsertGF(Struct. Bytes):

These predicates are used to insert new records in a grid file. The arguments of Struct

must be constants (no variables or range structures). Bytes must stand for a list of

bytes (each element must be a cardinal number between 0 and 255). Before inserting a

record, Prolog checks the key values against the declared types and ranges. If they are

legal, the predicate succeeds It may not be resatisfied. The same consistency
restrictions as in the readanddel eteGF predicates are also valid for grid file insertions.

createGF(Struct, Reclength, Multiset):

This extralogical predicate creates a new empty grid file. A new created grid file must be

opened by a call to the predicate openGF before it is first used.

Struct stands for a Prolog structure which must obey following rules. The functor

specifies the name of the grid file to be created. The arity (number of arguments) gives

the number of keys in a grid file record The arguments themselves are again structures,

used to specify type and bounds of a key. The structures that may appear as arguments
in Struct are as follows.
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key type REAL:

real(L, U) L and u must be numbers giving the lowerand upper bound for a

key of type REAL.

key type INTEGER:

integer(L, U) L and U must be numbers giving the lower and upper bound for a

key of type INTEGER.

key type CARDINAL:

card1nal(L, U, K) L and u must be numbers giving the lower and upper bound for a

key of type CARDINAL. K specifies the key length (number of

bytes) reserved for the cardinal. It must be a number between 1

and the standard machine-dependent cardinal length.

cardlnal(L, U) L and u are as above. The length will be the standard cardinal

length.

key type string:

string(L, U) L and U must be lists of bytes giving for each byte the upper and

lower bound. Both lists must have equal lengths, this length

specifies the number of bytes reserved for the string.

Reclength stands for an atom or a structure declaring the length of a record (number of

bytes). Allowed are the atoms nil (for a variable record length but max. 180 bytes),
fixed (record length = total length of the keys), or the structure fixed(L) where L

must be a number greater or equal to the total length of the keys.

Multiset indicates that a combination of key values is unique in the grid file. If we

substitute the atom mu 111 set, then the same key combination may appear several times

in the grid file. Key combinations will be unique If we substitute the constant nil.

Example:

?- createGF(csr(card1nal(0, 220. 1),

str1ng("aaa". "zzz"). real(-1.5. 2.3)), fixed. []).
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Conclusions

The grid file is an adaptable, symmetric multikey file structure. We have presented the

design decisions underlying the grid file system, a portable software package based on

the grid file concept. We have shown that the problems which have been left open in the

original grid file concept can be solved reasonably. The grid directory is implemented in

two levels. This preserves neighborhood among directory elements and allows efficient

splitting and merging of the directory and the data buckets. A merging algorithm has

been presented which makes the grid file fully dynamic and avoids deadlocks. That

means that no situation can arise in which data buckets are prevented from merging.
The case studies justify the design decisions and prove the system's efficiency.

We have proposed a method to transform spatial objects into points in

higher-dimensional spaces. These points are stored in grid files. Applications show that

the grid file system is well suited for storing large sets of geometric objects.

A Prolog front end to the grid file allows the interactive manipulation of data stored in

grid files and provides the user with the full power of Prolog. Grid file operations are

realized by built-in Prolog predicates. This front end proves the suitability of Prolog as a

data base query language.
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Appendix: The Modula-2 grid file system

A: The user interface

Errors and messages

All the procedures which are described in the following contain a parameter response in

their parameter list. This parameter is of type CARDINAL and returns a message number to

the user. The following table shows the meaning of the message numbers in the current

implementation.

number message

0 done

1 notdone

2 fllenametbolong
3 toomanyopenfiles
4 dupHcatefilename
5 unknownfilename

6 nodiskspace

7 filenotclosed

8 nomemory

9 continue

10 finished

11 alreadyopengridf1le
12 toomanyopengridflies
13 gridfilenotopen
14 grldfilenotclosed
15 rangeerror

16 fnsertedbefore

17 insertion impossible

18 noquerystarted
19 errorinqueryprocedure
20 notfound

21 queryorjolnnotfinlshed
22 nojoinstarted
23 errorinjoinprocedure

These messages are defined as constants with the conesponding values in the lower

module GFBase.

*
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DEFINITION MODULE GFTypes;

IMPORT GFHost;

EXPORT QUALIFIED BYTE. GrldFlle. KeyType. KeyDesc, IntersectlonType.

BlockQueryProc, RecordQueryProc.
CheckMasterBlockProc, SlaveContalnerProc,

BlockJolnProc, RecordJolnProc;

TYPE BYTE = GFHost.BYTE;

GrldFlle - CARDINAL;

KeyType • (cardinal, string. Integer, real);

KeyDesc - RECORD

type: KeyType;
1nd, length: CARDINAL

END;

IntersectlonType (contained. Intersected, notlntersected);

BlockQueryProc
= PROCEDURE (VAR ARRAY OF BYTE,

VAR ARRAY OF BYTE): IntersectlonType;

RecordQueryProc
= PROCEDURE (VAR ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

CheckMasterBlockProc

= PROCEDURE (VAR ARRAY OF BYTE. VAR ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

SlaveContalnerProc

= PROCEDURE (VAR ARRAY OF BYTE. VAR ARRAY OF BYTE,

VAR ARRAY OF BYTE. VAR ARRAY OF BYTE);
BlockJolnProc

= PROCEDURE (VAR ARRAY OF BYTE, VAR ARRAY OF BYTE.

VAR ARRAY OF BYTE. VAR ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

RecordJolnProc

= PROCEDURE (VAR ARRAY OF BYTE, VAR ARRAY OF BYTE): BOOLEAN;

END GFTypes.

The module GFTypes must be imported by every grid file application program. The

modules GFManager, GFInsert, GFDelete, GFQuery, GFCount and GFJoln may be

imported as they are needed.

The type BYTE is the basic type in the grid file system, it is defined in the

machine-dependent part of the grid file system, the module GFHost. The type GrldFlle

serves for identification of a grid file. If a grid file is opened by the procedure OpenGF it is

assigned an identifier of type Gr 1 dF 11 e by which it can be referenced later on. The types

KeyType and KeyDesc are used when creating a grid file. The types IntersectlonType,

BI ockQueryProc and RecordQueryProc are used when performing a user defined region

query, the types CheckMasterBlockProc, SlaveContalnerProc, BlockJolnProc and

RecordJoi nProc are used when performing a join query.
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DEFINITION MODULE GFManager;

FROM GFHost IMPORT BYTE;

FROM GFTypes IMPORT GrfdFfle. KeyType. KeyDesc;

EXPORT QUALIFIED CreateGF, DeleteGF, OpenGF. CloseGF. InqulreGFDesc;

PROCEDURE CreateGF (grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR;

numbofkeys: CARDINAL;

VAR key: ARRAY OF KeyDesc;
VAR lowerbounds, upperbounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

multiset, flxedrecordlength: BOOLEAN;

recordlength: CARDINAL;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE DeleteGF (grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE OpenGF (VAR f: GrldFlle; grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR;

writelmmedlate: BOOLEAN; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE CloseGF (f: GrldFlle; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE InqulreGFDesc (f: GrldFlle;

VAR numbofkeys: CARDINAL;

VAR key: ARRAY OF KeyDesc;
VAR lowerbounds, upperbounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR multiset, flxedrecordlength: BOOLEAN;

VAR recordlength, response: CARDINAL);

END GFManager.

CreateGF creates and initializes a new grid file of dimension k (- numbofkeys). It does not

open the grid file for further operations. This has to be done with OpenGF.

gndfllename is the user name of the grid file from which actual filenames

(OS dependent) are built

numbofkeys determines the dimension of the grid file, i. e. the number of keys in each

record Keys are always numbered from 1 to numbofkeys.

The array key contains for each key 1 (1 < 1 < numbofkeys) its type key[1].type, its

starting index key[ 1 ]. 1 nd and its length in bytes key[ 1 ]. 1 ength in each record. A record

is assumed to be of type ARRAY OF BYTE. Then the ith key has to be stored in positions

key[i].ind, key[1].1nd+l key[1]. 1nd + key[1].length - 1

of a record It is assumed that key[i].1nd + key[1].length < key[1 + l].1nd,

otherwise a rangeerror is reported

If key[i] type = cardinal then key[i]. length < cardinal length (constant exported

from GFHost), corresponding to the minimum number of bytes by which the given range

can be represented The corresponding key values are interpreted as CARDINAL by setting

the missing most significant bytes to zero It is assumed that the relative order of the bytes

is preserved when compressing a CARDINAL and copying it into an ARRAY OF BYTE. The

modu'e GFHost provides two procedures CardToBytes and Cardinal to do the
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transformations from a CARDINAL to an ARRAY OF BYTE and from an ARRAY OF BYTE back to

a CARDINAL.

If key[1].type - string then key[1].length < maxkeylength (constant defined in

GFBase). The first character of the string has to be stored in position key[1].1nd, the

second in position key[ 1 ]. 1 nd + 1, etc. The underiying character set is assumed to be of

enumeration type; each character is internally interpreted as a CARDINAL of one byte

length. The order on the key values is assumed to be the lexicographic order.

If key[1].type Integer then key[1].length - Integerlength (constant exported
from GFHost). It is assumed that the order of the bytes is preserved when copying an

INTEGER into an ARRAY OF BYTE. The module GFHost provides two procedures IntToBytes
and Integer to do the transformations from an INTEGER to an ARRAY OF BYTE and from an

ARRAY OF BYTE back to an INTEGER.

If key[1].type real then key[1]. length - real length (constant exported from

GFHost). It is assumed that the order of the bytes is preserved when copying a REAL into

an ARRAY OF BYTE. The module GFHost provides two procedures Real ToBytes and Real to

do the transformations from a REAL to an ARRAY OF BYTE and from an ARRAY OF BYTE back

to a REAL.

lowerbounds and upperbounds contain for each key 1 (1 < 1 < numbofkeys) the lower

and upper bound of the key values; the ith bounds have to start at index

key[l].l ength+ ...
+ key[1 - 1].length

and consist of key[i].length bytes in lowerbounds and upperbounds. If key[1].type

string then the bounds must contain for each character of the string the first and the last

character of the underlying character set.

mul 11 set defines whether more than one record may have the same tuple of key values. If

multiset is FALSE then there is at most one record for eachk-tuple of key values

(k = numbofkeys). If mul 11 set is TRUE then different records with identical k-tuples of key
values may exist. Let S be a set of records. Let R be a record in S, having key values

x[1] x[k]. Then by [R] we denote the equivalence class of all records in S having the

same k-tuple x[1] x[k] of key values as R. In the following the variable recordcount

counts individual records of a set S; the variable equlval encecount counts equivalence

classes of records of a set S. Notice that 0 < equlval encecount < recordcount. If

multiset is FALSE then always recordcount - equlval encecount.

If flxedrecordlength is TRUE then records are assumed to have a fixed length; if

fixedrecord length is FALSE then records may have a variable length. In either case the

keys must be in the fixed positions described by the parameter key. Therefore only the

non-key information behind the last key may have a variable length.
If fixedrecordlength is TRUE recordlength contains the length of each record in bytes.
in this case key[numbofkeys].1nd + key[numbofkeys].length < recordlength must

be satisfied.

If there are inconsistencies in the parameters a rangeerror is reported.

response may return:

done, f ilenametoolong, toomanyopenf lies, dupl Icatef ilename, rangeerror.
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DeleteGF deletes a grid file. If this grid file is open, it first has to be closed by CloseGF

before calling Del eteGF.

response may return:

done, f 11 enametoolong, toomanyopenf 11 es, unknownf 11 ename, grldf 11 enotclosed.

OpenGF opens a grid file, f returns an identification of this grid file by which it can be

referenced later on. If writelmmedlate is TRUE, after each change of data in the grid file

the disk storage is updated immediately. If writelmmedlate is FALSE, these updates are

delayed if possible. If response returns filenotclosed then the grid file has not been

closed correctly after its last use and may therefore be inconsistent. In this case the grid

file is not opened,

response may return:

done, f 11 enametool ong, toomanyopenf lies, unknownfllename, filenotclosed,

nomemory, alreadyopengridf 1le, toomanyopengMdf lies.

CI oseGF closes the grid file referenced by f and disconnects f from this grid file,

response may return: done, grldf llenotopen, queryorjolnnotf 1n1shed.

InquireGFDesc returns the parameters of the grid file referenced by f by which the grid

file has been initialized in CreateGF.

response may return: done, grldf llenotopen, rangeerror.
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DEFINITION MODULE GFInsert;

FROM GFHost IMPORT BYTE;

FROM GFTypes IMPORT GrldFlle;

EXPORT QUALIFIED InsertRec;

PROCEDURE InsertRec (f: GrldFlle; VAR newrecord: ARRAY OF BYTE;

newrecordlength: CARDINAL; VAR response: CARDINAL);

END GFInsert.

InsertRec inserts newrecord into the grid file referenced by f. If flxedrecordlength
has been set to FALSE in CreateGF then newrecordl ength must be the length in bytes
of newrecord; in this case

key[numbofkeys].1nd + key[numbofkeys], length < newrecordl ength

must be satisfied If flxedrecordlength has been set to TRUE in CreateGF then

newrecord is assumed to consist of recordlength (see CreateGF) bytes If multiset

has been set to FALSE in CreateGF and a record with the same tuple of key values is

already stored in the grid file then response returns 1 nsertedbefore and newrecord is

not inserted response returns insertionimpossible in the following two cases: the

bucket in which newrecord has to be inserted is full, and

- all records stored in this bucket have identical tuples of key values, or

- the granularity of the grid partition is too coarse (and can't be made finer because of

memory restrictions) to split the records stored in this bucket into two nonempty sets.

response may return

done, nodiskspace, grldf llenotopen, rangeerror, 1 nsertedbefore,

Insertionimpossible, queryorjolnnotf1n1shed
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DEFINITION MODULE GFQuery;

FROM GFHost IMPORT BYTE;

FROM GFTypes IMPORT GrldFlle, IntersectlonType,

BlockQueryProc, RecordQueryProc;

EXPORT QUALIFIED ExactMatchQuery, RangeQuery, ProcedureQuery, ReadAll,

GetNextRec, ChangeRec, DeleteRec, FlnishQuery;

PROCEDURE ExactMatchQuery (f: GrldFlle; VAR keyvalues: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE RangeQuery (f: GrldFlle;

VAR lowerrangebounds,

upperrangebounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE ProcedureQuery (f: GrldFlle;

VAR lowercontalnerbounds,

uppercontalnerbounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

BlockQuery: BlockQueryProc;

RecordQuery: RecordQueryProc;
VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE ReadAll (f: GrldFlle; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE GetNextRec (f: GrldFlle; VAR queryrecord: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR queryrecordlength, response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE ChangeRec (f: GrldFlle; VAR newrecord: ARRAY OF BYTE;

newrecordlength: CARDINAL; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE DeleteRec (f: GrldFlle; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE FlnishQuery (f: GrldFlle; VAR response: CARDINAL);

END GFQuery.

ExactMatchQuery initializes an exact match query on the grid file referenced by f.

keyvalues (interpreted like lowerbounds and upperbounds in CreateGF) contains for

each key i (l < i < numbofkeys) a specified value which must lie in the range defined by

lowerbounds and upperbounds in CreateGF, otherwise response returns rangeerror. All

records having this tuple of key values can be accessed after this initialization by calls to

GetNextRec. If mu 111 set (see CreateGF) is FALSE there is at most one such record.

response may return: done, grldf ilenotopen, rangeerror, queryorjolnnotf inlshed.

RangeQuery initializes a range query on the grid file referenced by f. lowerrangebounds

and upperrangebounds are interpreted like lowerbounds and upperbounds in CreateGF.

The multidimensional block defined by lowerrangebounds and upperrangebounds must

be completely contained in the range described by lowerbounds and upperbounds,

otherwise response returns rangeerror. Such a multidimensional block is the Cartesian

product of left and right closed intervals. All records lying in this multidimensional block
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can be accessed after this initialization by calls to GetNextRec. By defining

lowerrangebounds and upperrangebounds appropriately partial match queries and

partial range queries can also be initialized with this procedure,

response may return: done, grldfllenotopen, rangeerror, queryorjolnnotf In 1 shed.

ProcedureQuery initializes a user defined region query on the grid file referenced by f.

The user defined query region must be contained in the multidimensional blockdefined by
lowercontalnerbounds and uppercontalnerbounds which are interpreted like

lowerbounds and upperbounds in CreateGF. A procedure BlockQuery of type

BlockQueryProc (this type is defined in the module GFTypes) has to be provided to

determine whether a multidimensional block (described by two parameters of type ARRAY

OF BYTE, like lowerbounds and upperbounds in CreateGF) is contained, Intersected or

notlntersected by a user defined query region Such a multidimensional block is the

Cartesian product of left and right closed intervals (exception- if a key is of type real and

the right boundary of the interval is different from the upper bound of the key values given

in upperbounds in CreateGF then the conesponding interval is left closed and right

open) and intersects the region defined by lowercontalnerbounds and

uppercontalnerbounds. Furthermore a procedure RecordQuery of type

RecordQueryProc has to be provided to determine whether records given by a tuple of key
values (described by a parameter of type ARRAY OF BYTE, like lowerbounds and

upperbounds in CreateGF) are contained in the query region. If these records he in the

query region this procedure must return TRUE, otherwise FALSE. BlockQuery and

RecordQuery are called automatically by the grid file system during the query, if they call

one of the procedures GetNextRec, ChangeRec, DeleteRec or FlnishQuery on the grid
file referenced by f then the called procedure will have no effect and return the response

error inqueryprocedure, i e during the call of BI ockQuery and RecordQuery the grid file

referenced by f is locked The records to be searched for can be accessed after this

initialization by calls to GetNextRec If no such record exists then response returns

notfound

response may return

done, grldf llenotopen, erroMnqueryprocedure, notfound,

queryorjolnnotfin1shed

ReadAl l initializes the reading of all records stored in the grid file referenced by f The

records can be accessed after this initialization by calls to GetNextRec There is no order

corresponding to which the records are transferred

response may return done, grldf llenotopen, queryorjolnnotf inlshed.

GetNextRec After one of the query initialization procedures ExactMatchQuery,

RangeQuery, ProcedureQuery and ReadAl 1 has been called for the grid file referenced by
f the records to be searched for can be accessed by calls to GetNextRec. As long as

response returns continue, there might be more records If response returns finished,

this call of GetNextRec transfers no new record, and the query is finished

queryrecordl ength contains the length m bytes of the queryrecord transferred by this

call. If HIGH(queryrecord) + 1 < queryrecordl ength then the record to be transferred is
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truncated.

response may return:

continue, finished, grldfllenotopen, rangeerror, noquerystarted,

errorinqueryprocedure.

ChangeRec operates together with the query initialization procedures ExactMatchQuery,

RangeQuery, ProcedureQuery and ReadAll and the record transfer procedure

GetNextRec. If a query has been initialized by one of the above initialization procedures on

the grid file referenced by f, the non-key information of queryrecord transferred by a call

of GetNextRec can be changed by an immediate call of ChangeRec. In this case the

parameter newrecord must contain the complete record to be changed. If the key values

of newrecord are different from the key values of queryrecord which has been

transferred by the last call of GetNextRec, response returns rangeerror.

newrecordl ength must be the length in bytes of newrecord. If flxedrecordlength has

been set to TRUE in CreateGF then newrecord is assumed to consist of recordlength

(see CreateGF) bytes. If flxedrecordlength has been set to FALSE then newrecord may

be at most as long as the corresponding queryrecord (i. e. newrecordl ength <

queryrecordl ength); if ChangeRec is called in a query initialized by ReadAll then

newrecord must have the same length as queryrecord (i. e. newrecordl ength

queryrecordlength).

response may return:

done, grldfllenotopen, rangeerror, noquerystarted, erroMnqueryprocedure.

DeleteRec operates together with the query initialization procedures ExactMatchQuery,

RangeQuery and ProcedureQuery (not with ReadAl 1) and the record transfer procedure

GetNextRec. If a query has been initialized by one of the above initialization procedures on

the grid file referenced by f, a call of DeleteRec deletes the last record transferred by a

call of GetNextRec.

response may return:

done, grldfllenotopen, noquerystarted, errorinqueryprocedure.

F1 n 1 shQuery finishes a query on the grid file referenced by f.

response may return:

grldfllenotopen,finished, noquerystarted, errorinqueryprocedure.

Warning: If a procedure other than GetNextRec, ChangeRec, DeleteRec and

F1 n 1 shQuery is called during a query on the same grid file then this procedure will have no

effect and return the response queryorjoinnotfinished. A query is finished if

GetNextRec returns the response f 1 n 1 shed or F1 n 1 shQuery has been called.
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DEFINITION MODULE GFCount;

FROM GFHost IMPORT BYTE;

FROM GFTypes IMPORT GrldFlle. IntersectlonType.

BlockQueryProc. RecordQueryProc;

EXPORT QUALIFIED ExactMatchCount. RangeCount, ProcedureCount. CountAll,

NextAboveCount, NextBelowCount;

PROCEDURE ExactMatchCount (f: GridFUe; VAR keyvalues: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR recordcount. response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE RangeCount (f: GrldFlle;

VAR lowerrangebounds,

upperrangebounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR recordcount.

equlvalencecount,

response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE ProcedureCount (f: GridFUe;

VAR lowercontalnerbounds,

uppercontalnerbounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

BlockQuery: BlockQueryProc;

RecordQuery: RecordQueryProc;
VAR recordcount.

equlvalencecount,

response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE CountAll (f: GrldFlle;

VAR recordcount,

equlvalencecount,

response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE NextAboveCount (f: GrldFlle; keynumb: CARDINAL;

VAR keyvalue, nearestkeyvalue: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR recordcount,

equlvalencecount,

response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE NextBelowCount (f: GridFUe; keynumb: CARDINAL;

VAR keyvalue, nearestkeyvalue: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR recordcount,

equlvalencecount,

response: CARDINAL);

END GFCount.

The variable recordcount returns the total number of records found in a query, the

variable equ 1 val encecount returns the corresponding number of equivalence classes [R]
(see CreateGF) of records. The other parameters in the procedures ExactMatchCount,

RangeCount, ProcedureCount and CountAll have the same meaning as the
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corresponding parameters in the procedures ExactMatchQuery, RangeQuery,

ProcedureQuery and ReadAl 1 of module GFQuery.

NextAboveCount (NextBel owCount) performs a next above (bleow) count on the grid file

referenced by f. recordcount returns the total number of records which have in key

keynumb a value above (>) (below (<)) keyval ue, but nearest to it (successors

(predecessors) corresponding to this key), equ 1 val encecount the corresponding number

of equivalence classes [R] (see CreateGF) of records, nearestkeyvalue returns the

nearest key value found. All records having this key value can be obtained by a partial

match query,

response may return:

done, grldfllenotopen, rangeerror, queryorjoinnotfinished.
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DEFINITION MODULE GFJoln;

FROM GFHost IMPORT BYTE;

FROM GFTypes IMPORT GrldFlle,

CheckMasterBlockProc. SIaveContalnerProc.

BlockJolnProc, RecordJolnProc;

EXPORT QUALIFIED Join. GetNextRecPair. F1n1shJo1n;

PROCEDURE Join (mf. sf: GrldFlle;

VAR lowermasterbounds.

uppermasterbounds: ARRAY OF BYTE;

CheckMasterBlock: CheckMasterBlockProc;

SIaveContalner: SIaveContalnerProc;

BlockJoln: BlockJolnProc;

RecordJoln: RecordJolnProc;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE GetNextRecPair (mf, sf: GrldFlle;

VAR masterrecord, slaverecord: ARRAY OF BYTE;

VAR masterrecordlength, siaverecordlength,

response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE FinlshJoln (mf, sf: Gr1dF11e; VAR response: CARDINAL);

END GFJoln.

Joi n initializes a join query on the grid files referenced by mf and sf. The records of the

grid file mf which are joined with records in the grid file sf must be contained in the

multidimensional block defined by lowermasterbounds and uppermasterbounds. A

procedure CheckMasterBlock of type CheckMasterBlockProc (this type is defined in the

module GFTypes) has to be provided to determine whether a multidimensional block

(described by two parameters of type ARRAY OF BYTE, like lowerbounds and upperbounds

in CreateGF) could contain records of grid file mf which join records in grid file sf.

SI aveContal ner must return the lower and upper bounds of a container of all records of

sf which could join records of mf lying in the multidimensional block given by lower and

upper bounds which are passed to this procedure (see 3.4.1). BlockJoln must determine

whether a pair of multidimensional blocks of grid files mf and sf could contain at least one

pair of records which fulfills the join condition (see 341). RecordJoln must determine

whether a pair of records of grid files mf and sf fulfills the join condition,

response may return

done, nomemory, grldfllenotopen, rangeerror, notfound, queryorjoinnotfinished,

error injoinprocedure.

GetNextRecPal r After the join initialization procedure Jol n has been called for the gnd

files referenced by mf and sf the pairs of records to be searched for can be accessed by
calls to GetNextRecPair As long as response returns continue, there might be more

records if response returns finished, this call of GetNextRecPair transfers no new pair

of records, and the query is finished masterrecordlength (si averecordl ength)
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contains the length in bytes of the masterrecord (si averecord) transferred by this call. If

HIGH(... record) +1< ...
recordl ength then the record to be transfened is truncated,

response may return:

grldfllenotopen,continue, finished, nojolnstarted, errorfnjofnprocedure.

F1 nishJoin finishes a join on the grid files referenced by mf and sf.

response may return:

grldfllenotopen, finished, nojolnstarted, errorlnjolnprocedure.
/
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DEFINITION MODULE GFUnlock;

EXPORT QUALIFIED Unlock;

PROCEDURE Unlock (grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR; VAR unlocked: BOOLEAN);

END GFUnlock.

Un l ock a grid file which has not been closed correctly after its last use.

Warning: After unlocking the grid file may be in an inconsistent state.
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B: The host interface

DEFINITION MODULE GFHost;

(* version for the DEC VAX-11 computer series

under the VMS operating system »)

FROM SYSTEM IMPORT ADDRESS;

EXPORT QUALIFIED blocklength. storageunltlength,
cardinal length, Integerlength, reallength,

pageidlength. bucketldlength,

maxgr1df11 enamelength, maxnumbofopenchannels,
BYTE, Channel, Pageld, Bucketld, Block,

ALLOCATE. DEALLOCATE,

CardToBytes, Cardinal,

IntToBytes, Integer,

RealToBytes, Real,

BlEqB2,

CreateGFDIskStorage, DeleteGFDIskStorage,
OpenChannel, CloseChannel,

CreatePage, DeletePage, GetPage, PutPage,
CreateBucket, DeleteBucket, GetBucket, PutBucket,

ReadAllBuckets, GetNextBucket,

NumbOfGFDIskReadOperations,

NumbOfGFDIskWrlteOperatlons;

CONST blocklength = 512;

storageunltlength = 1;

cardinal length = 4;

integerlength = 4;

reallength = 4;

pageidlength = 1;

bucketidlength = 2;

maxgridfllenamelength 9;

maxnumbofopenchannels = 9;

TYPE BYTE = CHAR;

Channel;

Pageld = ARRAY[0 .. pageidlength - 1] OF BYTE;

Bucketld = ARRAY[0 .. bucketldlength - 1] OF BYTE;

Block = ARRAY[0 .. blocklength - 1] OF BYTE;

PROCEDURE ALLOCATE (VAR addr: ADDRESS; length: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE DEALLOCATE (VAR addr: ADDRESS; length: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE CardToBytes (c: CARDINAL;

VAR b: ARRAY OF BYTE; j. n: CARDINAL);
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PROCEDURE Cardinal (VAR b: ARRAY OF BYTE; j. n: CARDINAL): CARDINAL;

PROCEDURE IntToBytes (1: INTEGER; VAR b: ARRAY OF BYTE; j: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE Integer (VAR b: ARRAY OF BYTE; j: CARDINAL): INTEGER;

PROCEDURE ReaVToBytes (r: REAL; VAR b: ARRAY OF BYTE; j: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE Real (VAR b: ARRAY OF BYTE; j: CARDINAL): REAL;

PROCEDURE BlEqB2 (VAR bl: ARRAY OF BYTE; jl: CARDINAL;

VAR b2: ARRAY OF BYTE; J2: CARDINAL): BOOLEAN;

PROCEDURE CreateGFDiskStorage (grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE DeleteGFDIskStorage (grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE OpenChannel (VAR ch: Channel; grldfllename: ARRAY OF CHAR;

writelmmedlate: BOOLEAN; VAR indexpld: Pageld;
VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE CloseChannel (VAR ch: Channel; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE CreatePage (ch: Channel;

VAR pid: Pageld; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE DeletePage (ch: Channel; p1d: Pageld; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE GetPage (ch: Channel; p1d: Pageld; VAR page: Block;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE PutPage (ch: Channel; p1d: Pageld; VAR page: Block;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE CreateBucket (ch: Channel; dummybucket: BOOLEAN;

VAR bid: Bucketld; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE DeleteBucket (ch: Channel;

bid: Bucketld; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE GetBucket (ch: Channel; bid: Bucketld; VAR bucket: Block;

VAR dummybucket: BOOLEAN; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE PutBucket (ch: Channel; bid: Bucketld; VAR bucket: Block;

VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE ReadAllBuckets (ch: Channel; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE GetNextBucket (ch: Channel; VAR bid: Bucketld;

VAR bucket: Block; VAR response: CARDINAL);

PROCEDURE NumbOfGFDIskReadOperatlons (): CARDINAL;

PROCEDURE NumbOfGFDIskWrlteOperatlons (): CARDINAL;

END GFHost.
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blocklength is the length in bytes of a physical disk block, storageunltlength is the

length in bytes of an individually accessible storage unit, cardinal length,
1 nteger l ength and real 1 ength are the length in bytes of a variable of the corresponding

type CARDINAL, INTEGER or REAL, pageidlength and bucketldlength are the length in

bytes of a page or bucket identifier. With a page identifier length of one byte (consisting of

8 bits) it is possible to address 256 directory pages; with a bucket identifier length of two

bytes 65536 data buckets can be addressed. For reasons of efficiency the length of the

identifiers should only be enlarged if necessary, i. e. if a larger number of pages or buckets

must be addressed, maxgrldf11 enamel ength is the maximum number of characters in a

grid file name, maxnumbofopenchannel s is the maximum number of channels which may

be simultaneously open.

The type BYTE is the basic type in the grid file system. On machines which support a

special type BYTE this type can be used instead of CHAR, for instance on the VAX one could

define BYTE = SYSTEM. BYTE. All records and some parameters given to the grid file system

are assumed to be of type ARRAY OF BYTE. It is assumed that a variable of type ARRAY OF

BYTE is internally stored as a packed array, i.e. on a 16-bit machine two bytes are stored in

one machine word, on a 32-bit machine four bytes are stored in one machine word.

The type Channel serves for identifying communication channels between the grid file

system and the disk storage. If the disk storage of a grid file is opened by the procedure

OpenGFDiskStorage an identifier of type Channel is assigned to this grid file. Since the

type Channel is implementation dependent it is a hidden type.

Pageld and Bucketld are used for the definition of page or bucket identifiers.

A variable of type Bl ock represents a physical disk block.

ALLOCATE allocates length units of storage, starting at addr. If there is not enough

storage available, addr returns NIL.

DEALLOCATE deallocates length units of storage, starting at addr. addr returns the value

NIL.

CardToBytes copies the n (n < cardinal length) least significant bytes of c into b

(starting at array index j). The relative order of the bytes is preserved. The procedure does

not check whether n < card 1 nail ength and j + n - 1 <HIGH(b).

Cardinal transfers n (n < cardlnallength) bytes of b (starting at array index J) into a

CARDINAL. The missing most significant bytes are set to zero. The procedure does not

check whether n < cardinal length and j + n - 1 < HIGH(b).

IntToBytes copies 1 (integerlength bytes) into b (starting at array index j). The relative

order of the bytes is preserved. The procedure does not check whether

j + integerlength - 1 < HIGH(b).

Integer transfers integerlength bytes of b into an INTEGER, starting at an'ay index J.
The procedure does not check whether j + Integerlength - l <HIGH(b).
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RealToBytes copies r (reallength bytes) into b (starting at array index j). The relative

order of the bytes is preserved. The procedure does not check whether

j + reallength-l<HIGH(b).

BlEqB2 returns TRUE if the byte stored at index jl inbl is equal to the byte stored at index

j2 in b2, otherwise FALSE is returned. The procedure does not check whether

jl < HlGH(bl) and j2 < HIGH(b2).

CreateGFDIskStorage initializes the disk storage for a grid file. It does not open a

communication channel for further operations. This has to be done with OpenChannel.

response may return-

done, notdone, f 11 enametool ong, toomanyopenflies, dupl Icatef llename.

DeleteGFDiskStorage deletes the disk storage of a grid file. If there exists a

communication channel to the disk storage of this grid file, this channel has first to be

closed by CI oseChannel before calling DeleteGFDiskStorage.

response may return-

done, notdone, f 11 enametool ong, toomanyopenflies, unknownf llename.

OpenChannel opens a communication channel ch to the disk storage of a grid file. Later on

the disk storage of this grid file can be referenced by this channel ch. If wr 1 telmmed 1 ate is

TRUE, after each change of status information about disk block allocation this information

is written immediately on disk. If writelmmedlate is FALSE, these updates are delayed if

possible At least one page is always assigned to a grid file This page is called the index

page, its identifier indexpid is passed to the grid file system in the call of OpenChannel. If

response returns f 11 enotcl osed then the grid file has not been closed correctly after its

last use and may therefore be inconsistent In this case no channel to the disk storage of

this grid file is opened (see also modules GFManager and GFUn 1 ock in Appendix A).

response may return-

done, notdone, f 11 enametool ong, toomanyopenflies, unknownf llename,

fIlenotclosed,nomemory.

C1 oseChan nel closes a communication channel ch to the disk storage of a grid file,

response may return done, notdone.

Disk blocks for storing the directory of a grid file are called pages, disk blocks for storing

the underlying data records are called buckets.

CreatePage creates a page for a grid file, pi d returns the identifier of the created page.

response may return done, notdone, nodiskspace.

De 1 etePage deletes a page of a grid file, p 1 d is the identifier of this page,

response may return done, notdone

GetPage gets the page with identifier pid from disk,

response may return- done, notdone.
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PutPage putsthe page with identifier pid on disk,

response may return: done, notdone.

CreateBucket creates a bucket for a grid file, bid returns the identifier of the created

bucket. If dummybucket is TRUE then only the identifier for a virtual (not really existing)

bucket is created,

response may return: done, notdone, nodlskspace.

Del eteBucket deletes a bucket of a grid file. b1 d is the identifier of this bucket,

response may return: done, notdone.

GetBucket gets the bucket with identifier bid from disk. If dummybucket returns TRUE then

b1 d corresponds to a virtual bucket which does not really exist,

response may return: done, notdone.

PutBucket puts the bucket with identifier bid on disk,

response may return: done, notdone.

ReadAll Buckets initializes the sequential reading of all buckets assigned to a grid file,

response may return: done, notdone.

GetNextBucket: If the sequential reading of all buckets assigned to a grid file has been

initialized by ReadAll Buckets then the buckets can be accessed by calls to

GetNextBucket. As long as response returns continue, there might be more buckets. If

response returns finished, this call of GetNextBucket transfers no new bucket, bid and

bucket remain unchanged,

response may return: notdone, continue, finished.

NumbOfGFDi skReadOperations returns the number of disk read operations performed by

the gnd file system which occured since the last call of this procedure.

NumbOfGFDIskWrlteOperatlons returns the number of disk write operations performed

by the grid file system which occured since the last call of this procedure.
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